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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Kentucky’s Road Fund serves as the primary source of funds for the state’s roadway
system. Motor fuels taxes and motor vehicle usage taxes are the two main components of
Road Fund revenues. In recent years, there has been concern about the ability of the
Road Fund, as currently constituted, to provide sufficient revenue to meet the funding
needs for Kentucky’s transportation system. This could impact the ability of the
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet to maintain Kentucky’s transportation system at current
service levels. The reliance on traditional funding methods is presenting challenges and
will likely continue to do so. In view of these challenges, the effects of relying on such
funding mechanisms in the future must be examined to determine the level of revenues
that will be available and whether those revenues can maintain the current level of
services provided by the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet.
This study first analyzed the sources of Road Fund revenue, utilizing historical data to
provide context for how past revenues have been generated and where those revenues
were spent. The drivers of the two main revenue sources, fuel usage for the motor fuels
tax and vehicle purchases and registrations for the vehicle usage tax, were examined for
trends that may be present. The indexing1 of a variable portion of the motor fuels tax to
the wholesale price of gasoline has increased its share of revenues in recent years and
solidified it as a viable revenue source for the forecast timeline as noted in the report.
Despite this increase, wholesale prices are not likely to increase indefinitely, thus
revenues from the motor fuels taxes may plateau at some point in the future. Usage tax
revenues have been flat in recent years, leading to some questions as to their future
reliability as a Road Fund revenue source. Construction and maintenance costs can also
impact the sufficiency of revenues in the future, and these elements have increased in
recent years.
In addition to examining revenues, the study also examined historical expenditure levels
and attempted to assess the sufficiency of those spending levels to keep pace with needs.
Interviews with key stakeholders revealed a general consensus that expenditure levels in
recent years have not been sufficient. The metrics for measuring the quality of the
roadway system generally indicated declines in recent years, with the exception of
maintenance ratings. Recent trends in two measures of pavement condition suggested
that expenditure levels in recent years have not been sufficient to maintain the current
system. Ten percent of Kentucky’s bridges are rated as structurally deficient. In recent
years, the percentage of pavements rated in poor condition has increased, while the
percentage of pavements in good or fair condition has decreased. Rideability ratings
have also declined since 2009. Meanwhile, data from Kentucky’s pavement resurfacing
program indicates a rapidly growing backlog of roads in need of resurfacing.
Forecasts were developed using several methods to provide the most robust estimates of
future Road Fund revenues through 2017. Given the importance of macroeconomic
conditions on future revenues, it is pertinent to discuss the impact that future
circumstances may have on Road Fund revenues. The impacts of alternative-fuel
1

Indexing refers to a variable rate that is calculated as a percentage of the average wholesale price of
gasoline, so as the price of gas increases, the gas tax (in terms of cents per gallon) also increases.
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vehicles and more fuel-efficient vehicles are built into the historical trends, and, given the
short forecast timeframe, these are unlikely to significantly impact Road Fund revenues.
Economic conditions can also affect purchases of new vehicles, which in turn affect Road
Fund revenues. The scenarios as developed include an average scenario as well as highrevenue and low-revenue scenarios. The high-revenue and low-revenue scenarios are
based on the largest historical deviations observed in the past 15 years. Since that period
includes the Great Recession2, any deviations from projected trends within the next five
years are likely to fall within such a range. An average scenario, which averages the
estimates from the trend, trend-squared, and lag models, shows that slight revenue
increases are forecast. Based on this average of the three models, the Road Fund is
projected to run a small surplus for the next three years before turning to a deficit for the
final two years of the forecast. Using just the trend model for revenue forecasts, the Road
Fund is predicted to run a deficit for two years, followed by a small surplus for three
years.
The revenue forecasts and the comparisons of projected revenue to projected
expenditures indicate that Road Fund revenues should be adequate to support a
continuation of historical spending levels for the next five years. For the average and
high-revenue scenarios, the projected revenues generally equaled or exceeded the
projected expenditure levels. Even for the worst-case, low-revenue scenarios considered,
the projected revenues never fell short of projected expenditure levels by more than 6%.
In other words, there is no indication that a precipitous drop in Road Fund revenues is
likely within the timeframe considered. Looking out beyond five years, the question
becomes more difficult to answer. There are certainly factors at work (such as the
exponential increase in the market penetration of alternative-fuel vehicles) that call into
question the long-term viability of the current funding model.
The question that remains unanswered is this: Is it sufficient to simply continue spending
at historical levels? Have those spending levels been adequate to meet the needs of our
transportation system? There is evidence in this report that the answer to that question, at
least for specific areas of spending, is no. What is still unclear is whether these spending
shortfalls are due to an overall lack of funding or due to the way the available funding is
allocated among competing needs

2

Term generally used to refer to the global economic decline that began in December 2007 and ended in
June 2009, according to the National Bureau of Economic Analysis, which defines a recession as two
consecutive quarters of negative GDP growth.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

1.1 Study Overview
Funding for the planning, design, construction, maintenance, and operation of Kentucky’s
roadway system is allocated primarily from the state’s Road Fund. The primary sources
of revenue for Kentucky’s Road Fund are motor vehicle usage fees and motor fuel taxes.
Revenues from motor fuel taxes are impacted by multiple factors, including the recent
downturn in the economy, the long term trend of increased fuel efficiency of vehicles,
growth in the number of alternative-fuel vehicles (including electric and hybrid), and
higher fuel prices. While the indexing3 of a portion of the fuel tax has steadied revenues
from this source, it is likely to be less reliable in the future if fuel prices do not continue
to rise. The indexing of the motor fuel tax causes it to function in two ways; first a rate is
levied on the average wholesale price per gallon of gas, and then a variable supplemental
highway user tax is applied.4 This has provided stability for fuel tax revenues, as
described in Chapter Two. The Great Recession5 adversely affected both the purchase of
new vehicles and the amount of discretionary travel, thus reducing revenue from vehicle
usage fees and from motor fuel taxes. Despite the official end of the most recent
recession, consumers have yet to return to a level of spending comparable to the years
prior to the recession. Additionally, increases in vehicle fuel efficiency and increased
usage of alternative-fuel vehicles reduce the amount of fuel consumed per vehicle-mile
traveled, thus further reducing revenue for the Road Fund. Higher fuel prices, just like
the downturn in the economy, tend to reduce the amount of discretionary travel, once
again reducing fuel consumption and the associated Road Fund revenue.
These developments impact the ability of the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet to
maintain Kentucky’s transportation system at current service levels. The reliance on
traditional funding methods is presenting challenges and will likely continue to do so. As
such, the effects of relying on such funding mechanisms in the future must be examined
to determine the level of revenues that will be available and whether those revenues can
maintain the current level of services provided by the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet.
1.2 Objective
The principal objective of this study was to assess the sufficiency of Kentucky’s Road
Fund to meet the future funding needs of Kentucky’s roadway system. This required
addressing two principal questions:
1) What will be the future funding needs of Kentucky’s roadway system?
3

Indexing refers to a variable rate that is calculated as a percentage of the average wholesale price of
gasoline, so as the price of gas increases, the gas tax (in terms of cents per gallon) also increases.
4
See Kentucky Revised Statute 138.220 and 138.210.
5
Term generally used to refer to the global economic decline that began in December 2007 and ended in
June 2009, according to the National Bureau of Economic Analysis, which defines a recession as two
consecutive quarters of negative GDP growth.
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2) In the future, how much revenue will be available to the Road Fund?
The answer to the first question could vary widely, depending on our definition of the
word “needs.” For example, there is a certain minimum amount of funding required to
simply maintain the status quo. This amount of funding would allow Kentucky to
operate and maintain the existing roadway system, providing spot improvements only
where a critical need exists. A larger amount of funding is required if the goal is to
improve the safety, capacity, and efficiency of the system, which would include the
replacement of many aging and substandard structures. It was not the intent of this study
to prescribe an “appropriate” level of investment in our roadway system. Rather, this
study will define “meeting the future needs of Kentucky’s roadway system” as continuing
a level of investment in our roadway system that is consistent with historical spending
levels.
The answer to the second question listed above depends on multiple factors. One such
factor is the economy. The state of the economy affects personal income, which affects
decisions regarding the purchase of new vehicles and the amount of driving that people
do (which, of course, affects fuel consumption). The health of the economy also affects
the amount of goods shipped on our roadways, which, again, affects vehicle-miles
traveled and fuel consumption. Another factor affecting Road Fund revenue is the price
of gasoline and diesel fuel. As the price of fuel increases, the amount of discretionary
travel is reduced. High fuel prices may also affect modal choice, both for passenger
travel and for freight, shifting some passenger and freight movement from highways to
other modes. Higher fuel prices may also influence consumers to purchase vehicles that
use less gasoline, such as higher-efficiency vehicles, hybrids, electric vehicles, or other
alternative-fuel vehicles. As vehicle technology and engine efficiency continue to
improve, gasoline-powered vehicles will have higher fuel efficiency, resulting in less fuel
being consumed for every mile driven. This will reduce revenue to the Road Fund. It is
also expected that the market penetration of alternative-fuel vehicles (including hybrid
and electric) will continue to increase, with the result that fewer gallons of gasoline will
be purchased. Finally, changes in global shipping patterns (such as those that may result
from the widening of the Panama Canal), may affect the volume of freight shipped (and
the associated fuel usage) on Kentucky roadways.
For all these factors (the economy, fuel prices, vehicle fuel-efficiency, market penetration
of alternative-fuel vehicles, and global shipping patterns), predicting what will actually
happen in the future would involve a great deal of speculation. For the purposes of this
study, rather than making specific predictions of what will happen, the project team
developed several scenarios of what could happen (e.g. low-revenue scenario, highrevenue scenario, and a medium-revenue scenario) and provided a forecast of Road Fund
revenues under each scenario. This provides decision-makers with a range of potential
future scenarios, along with an understanding of the implications of each scenario for the
Road Fund. This study examined the sufficiency of the Road Fund for the next five
years. In light of our rapidly changing economic and technological landscape, it seemed
prudent to limit our analysis to that timeframe. Attempting to predict changes in the
economy, fuel prices, and vehicle technology beyond five years would involve significant
levels of speculation, and would thus be of limited value.
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1.3 Structure of the Report
This report contains multiple components that are used to analyze the past and current
state of the Road Fund. Chapter Two includes a brief summary of a literature review,
identification of forecasting methodologies, and an investigation into historical Road
Fund revenues and expenditures. In particular, fuel use and vehicle statistics—the two
drivers of the main Road Fund revenue sources—are examined. Chapter Three contains
summaries of interviews conducted with several key Transportation Cabinet employees.
It also utilizes several measures grading the state of the transportation system and
benchmarks such measures against past expenditure levels. As part of this analysis,
historical construction costs are analyzed to provide context for current costs and how
much purchasing power is realized today from Road Fund dollars versus prior years.
Chapter Four discusses the three forecast scenarios and the results from the forecasts.
Finally, Chapter Five is used to compare the various revenue scenarios with an
expenditure forecast in order to conduct a sufficiency analysis. Using the forecasts and
the grading comparisons done in Chapter Three, some conclusions are drawn regarding
the future ability of the Road Fund to maintain an adequate transportation system.
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CHAPTER TWO: HISTORICAL ASSESSMENT OF ROAD FUND REVENUES
AND EXPENDITURES
This chapter provides a survey of the literature for similar studies as well as possible
methodologies for forecasting future Road Fund revenues. The literature is rather sparse
and is primarily focused on the Federal Highway Trust Fund. The chapter also identifies
sources of Road Fund revenue and analyzes historical Road Fund revenue trends. As part
of this analysis, statistics on fuel use and on vehicle ownership and registrations are
examined, as they affect two of the most significant revenue sources, the fuel tax and
motor vehicle usage tax. Finally, historical Road Fund expenditures are analyzed for past
spending commitments.6
2.1 Literature Review
The primary source of funding for planning, design, construction, maintenance, and
operation of Kentucky’s roadway system is the state’s Road Fund. Much of the focus on
funding sources in this review centers on the Federal Highway Trust Fund (FHTF),7
which was established in 1956. However, since the FHTF receives its funding from taxes
on gas and diesel fuel and distributes money to states for road construction, it is similar to
the Kentucky Road Fund in some aspects and thus applicable to this study. Due to the
focus of many studies on motor fuel taxes, caution should be exercised when interpreting
prior work, as the Kentucky Road Fund derives revenues not only from motor fuel taxes,
but from other significant sources as well. Also, the federal motor fuel tax is not indexed
to the average wholesale price of fuel, so it differs from Kentucky’s motor fuel tax in that
respect as well. Many sources were surveyed in the search for literature on this subject,
including government agencies such as the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) and
Government Accountability Office (GAO), various academic journals, and the
Transportation Research Board.
The FHTF raises revenues in a similar method to the Road Fund. Proceeds from federal
gas and fuel taxes, as well as taxes on tires, truck and trailer sales, and heavy vehicle use,
combine to fund the FHTF. The federal gasoline tax rate is currently 18.4 cents per
gallon, while the rate for diesel fuel is 24.4 cents per gallon. The fund appropriates
around $33 billion each year to states for highways and transportation spending (GAO,
2009-b). The FHTF has seen its outlays begin to exceed revenues in recent years, partly
6

Historical spending levels include non-roadway system commitments that are funded from the Road Fund
(such as the Department of Vehicle Regulation, the Transportation Cabinet’s administration, and other
agency costs). The historical spending levels are adjusted (as needed) to account for two factors. The first
of these is inflation (with a particular focus on construction and maintenance costs). The second factor is
the adequacy of historical spending levels in meeting the Transportation Cabinet’s maintenance and
preservation objectives. The study will examine historical data on the condition of Kentucky’s roadway
infrastructure (e.g., pavement and bridge rating data) and use the data to assess the adequacy of the
associated spending levels.
7

For an overview of the Highway Trust Fund see http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/reports/fifahiwy/fifahi05.htm.
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as a result of a nationwide trend of lower fuel tax revenues due to more efficient vehicles,
alternative-fuel vehicles, changing driving habits, and a weak economy. Although fuel
consumption is forecasted to increase slightly over the next decade, concerns have been
raised about impacts on the FHTF from alternative fuels (Transportation Research Board,
2003). Increases in fuel prices have been shown to drive increases in fuel economy as
well (Allcott & Wozny, 2010; Busse et al., 2009; Klier & Linn, 2010). These increases
in fuel economy could result from the use of more fuel-efficient vehicles and/or from a
reduction in the number of trips. Additional pressures on funding, both for the FHTF and
state funds, stem from marked inflation in construction and asphalt costs (Slone, 2009).
In many ways, these issues are representative of problems facing the Road Fund, as its
reliance on motor fuel taxes is likely to become more precarious in future years due to the
proliferation of more fuel-efficient and alternative-fuel vehicles. The downturn in the
economy has also adversely affected the purchase of new vehicles, thus reducing revenue
from vehicle usage fees.
The solvency of funds like the FHTF and the Road Fund is critical to meeting
transportation funding needs. The GAO has published some possible reforms and
revenue restructuring alternatives to help ensure the viability of the FHTF going forward.
These proposed reforms are highlighted as they provide some insight into possible future
changes, both to the FHTF and perhaps to state funds as well. These reforms include (1)
improving the efficiency and impact of expenditures to boost the return on investments in
transportation, (2) changing revenue sources and accounting for inflation, and (3)
supplementing traditional revenue sources to the states by providing alternative financing
solutions, such as bonds, loans, or credit assistance (GAO, 2009-b). Improved
communication between the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) and states is also
recommended by the GAO, as a failure of communication regarding the availability of
funding and possible decreases in funding can cause uncertainty regarding funding
sources for projects (GAO, 2009-a). Industry groups have also proposed that current
excise taxes be increased, which could generate additional revenues
The GAO also encourages the use of additional indicators that may help predict revenues,
and thus better enable policymakers to anticipate possible revenue declines. Other
potential reforms of the funding sources for the FHTF are offered by the CBO (2011).
Although most funding comes from taxes on fuel, the costs of maintaining highways may
be more closely linked to miles travelled versus the amount of fuel being consumed. In
order to charge users for the actual costs of roads, “A combination of fuel taxes and permile charges, sometimes called vehicle-miles traveled (VMT) taxes” would be used.
Such a system would encourage drivers to consider costs and benefits when making
driving decisions and to only drive when the benefits are perceived to be greater than the
costs. This type of tax has been studied by Oregon and Rhode Island, but no state has yet
moved to implement such a drastic change from the current tax structure (Vock, 2010).
A similar fee structure would involve congestion pricing, where users are charged fees
that accurately reflect the costs of their driving, especially during peak travel times, thus
helping to ease congestion on highways.
The FHTF is funded using estimates from four organizations within the DOT (GAO,
2002-b). The Treasury deposits an estimated portion of taxes that were collected from
businesses by the IRS on a semi-monthly basis. Each quarter, adjustments are made to
the prior allocations depending on IRS certifications from the actual revenue receipts
11

(GAO, 2009-a). The Treasury and the CBO also conduct their own forecasts using
econometric models and their estimates have historically been relatively close (GAO,
2002). One-year estimates from 1998 through 2004 showed that the Treasury was off by
5.74 percent, while the CBO was off by 5.77 percent (GAO, 2006). The Treasury uses
economic assumptions from the Council of Economic Advisors, the Office of
Management and Budget (OMB), and its internal departments (GAO, 2006). Estimates
are made assuming that the President’s policies in the budget are implemented.
Alternatively, the CBO examines past receipts and anticipated changes in fuel prices that
may affect their forecasting, as well as holding current law constant over their estimates.
When estimating fuel consumption, the CBO accounts for economic growth, fuel
efficiency, and prices (GAO, 2006). The performance of government forecasts such as
the CBO and the OMB has been found to be comparable with that of private forecasters.
Problems with such forecasts can arise due to their basic failure of statistical test of
efficiency, where forecasts often show problems with serial correlation and seasonality
(Auerbach, 1999). Short-term forecasting from government agencies has generally been
reliable, but the accuracy begins to erode over longer timeframes (Plesko, 1988). This is
not unexpected, as there is greater uncertainty in a longer-term forecast.
Most states fund transportation using some or all of the following seven revenue sources:
(1) fees, (2) fuel taxes, (3) miscellaneous income, (4) bonds, (5) federal government
transfers, (6) local government revenues, and (7) general funds (Eger and Hackbart,
2001). In recent years, many states have faced falling revenues from funding sources
dedicated to transportation (Vock, 2010). In most cases, states have not increased gas
taxes,8 instead relying on federal stimulus money to help fill transportation budget gaps.
New projects are being funded largely by issuing debt (Slone, 2010). Reliance on the
FHTF has often been fraught with uncertainty, as the fund has run a deficit and had to be
replenished with general funds in recent years.
As previously noted, some states have begun exploring the possibility of utilizing a tax
based on the number of miles travelled rather than the quantity of fuel purchased. Some
have argued against dedicating motor fuel tax revenues exclusively to roads, as it biases
policymakers in favor of funding highway projects while other deserving, non-highwaymode transportation projects suffer from a lack of funding (U.S. PIRG, 2011). Other
states have discussed, and in some cases added tolls to certain roads and bridges (Vock,
2010) and/or utilized more public-private partnerships (Slone, 2012), which are alliances
between governments and private firms. In fact, 23 states have laws that allow these
partnerships.9 An additional new source of revenue being studied by some states and
used in others is the use of advertising to generate revenue for transportation (Slone,
2010).
As infrastructure across the country has aged and demand for roadway capacity has
increased, there has been an increased need for transportation infrastructure funding. The
growth in funding needs for transportation infrastructure has caused states to more
closely examine some of the alternative financing options listed above. Debt issuance to
8

For other, more comprehensive studies on alternative funding sources see: Transportation Research Board
(2006), Hackbart et al. (2005), Blue Ribbon Commission on Transportation (2000), Giglio and Williams
(2001), GAO (2002-b), Rufolo, Bertini, and Kimpel (2001).
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fund transportation projects has become a popular tool of policymakers, but there are
concerns over the effect of debt limits and the available debt capacity of state
transportation departments. Borrowing money to meet a short-term need creates debt that
must be paid off. It does not generate additional revenue, nor does it provide a long-term
funding solution. Determining what levels of debt service can be sustained by revenues
from highway funds is important to balancing appropriate levels of investment using debt
financing without hampering the state’s ability to meet other needs that may arise.
Hackbart, Perkins, and Hur (2004) define the balance as "levels of debt or Road Fund
debt service expenditures that can be incurred without negatively impacting the ability of
a state to meet other high priority highway investments" (p. iv).
2.2 Forecasting Methods
Forecasting models in various policy areas and the social sciences can provide some
guidance to the modeling approach to be used in this study. Keys to successful forecasts,
as outlined by Zarnowitz (1992), include verifiability of the forecast, absence of bias,
utilization of the same variables across forecasts, and using objective methods.
Additionally, utilizing all available information at the time of the forecast is cited as
another element that can be used to evaluate forecasts (Feenberg et al., 1988) and
improve their accuracy (Mocan & Azad, 1995).
Techniques often used for forecasting are trends, time series models, causal models, and
accounting-type approaches (Frank, 1993). Econometric models are used by most state
governments (Grizzle & Klay, 1994) and the federal government when forecasting
revenues.10 These models utilize regressions and related economic variables and can
vary based on complexity. Doubt has been raised as to the advantages of using
econometric models, as some studies have found them to produce no better results than
simple data extrapolation and judgment (Ahlers & Lakonishok, 1983; Armstrong, 1978;
Ascher, 1981). For short-term forecasting, extrapolation has proven as successful as the
complex time series features of econometric models (Armstrong, 1984; Brandon, Jarrett,
& Khumawala, 1983; Mahmoud, 1984). More frequent data points over longer time
periods are recommended to improve forecasting regardless of the technique being used
(Cirincione, Gurrieri, & Van de Sande, 1999; Schroeder, 1982; Downs & Rocke, 1983).
Combining forecasts that use different methods produced more accurate estimates than
utilizing a single method (Grizzle & Klay, 1994).
Some evidence has been found that state revenue forecasts have been consistently
underestimated (Feenberg et al., 1988; Frank & Gianakis, 1990; Klay, 1983; Albritton &
Dran, 1987), while Klay (1983) argues that forecasts in general are intentionally low in
order to reduce the likelihood that reduced spending will be required if actual receipts fall
short of the forecast. This is confirmed by Rodgers and Joyce (1996) in an extensive
analysis of forecasting in all 50 states. Due to the trend of lower forecasts, errors during
recessions generally proved to be quite small, while errors increased in size during
economic expansions. Due to the uncertainty in forecasting, forecasters often build a
buffer into forecasts to guard against any unexpected declines in revenue (Rubin, 1987).
10

For information on sales forecasting for private industry and common measures of forecast accuracy see
Mahmoud (1984).
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In addition, any single forecast can be wrong due to the myriad of factors that need to be
incorporated when trying to forecast detailed revenue streams, such as those at the state
government level (Vasche & Williams, 1987; Roberds, 1988).
The use of judgmental methods increases errors in state revenue forecasts, while using
both cross-sectional and time series data can improve accuracy (Mocan & Azad, 1995).
Another element of forecasting involves competing forecasts from other agencies or
outside groups. If there are competing independent forecasts from agencies, then
accuracy has been found to increase (Bretschneider et al., 1989). Interactions between
the political environment, economic measures, and forecast bias have been found to occur
in forecasting revenues (Bretschneider & Gorr, 1992). These various factors can impact
the accuracy and reliability of complex forecasts such as state revenues. To avoid
interpreting short-term fluctuations in revenues as a long-term trend, it is advisable that
forecasts not be revised or updated on a frequent basis, as errors could increase (Mocan &
Azad, 1995; Shkurti & Winefordner, 1989).
2.3 Methodology
Based on the forecasting literature and the available data on prior Road Fund revenues,
there are several plausible approaches that are utilized for Road Fund revenue
forecasting. These approaches guided the selection of the high-revenue and low-revenue
scenarios that are discussed in Chapter Four. The scenarios selected are based on the
range of estimates or a confidence interval around the average scenario. This approach
allows some discretion in selecting the most realistic revenue forecasts to compare with
expenditures in the sufficiency analysis in Chapter Five.
Utilizing a time trend regression for forecasting is a simple technique, yet, given the
fairly steady trajectory of historical revenues, it also may be the most reliable approach.
Under this approach, previous revenues are regressed on a time variable, either
representing a year, or a year and a year-squared variable. Such an approach will capture
variability in revenues over time and make projections based on historical revenue trends.
A second econometric approach is to use lags of the revenues themselves to predict future
revenues. In this case, past revenues are used to predict future revenues. Each category
of revenue can be lagged on a year basis and then used in a regression to predict future
revenues in that category, rather than using a time trend. With this approach and using
only 16 years of data, a one-year lag would appear to be most appropriate. These
approaches provide several choices for the research team to choose from when selecting
an average, high-revenue, and low-revenue scenario for Road Fund revenues for the next
five years.
To adequately assess the sufficiency of the Road Fund, it is also necessary to forecast
expenditures. Using a time trend forecasting approach, this step produced an average
expenditure forecast for comparison with the three revenue scenarios discussed in
Chapter Five.
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2.4 Road Fund Revenues
Kentucky’s Road Fund is the primary source of funding for the Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet (KYTC), accounting for 50 percent of the Cabinet’s funding in FY 2011. Total
transportation funding derived from the Road Fund in FY 2011 was nearly $1.2 billion.
The Road Fund also provides funding for other Cabinet functions that fall within the
Cabinet’s mission “to provide a safe, efficient, environmentally sound and fiscally
responsible transportation system… in Kentucky.” Identifying all of the revenue sources
that are dedicated to the Road Fund will aid in forecasting future revenue scenarios and
shed some light on how various revenue sources have fluctuated over time. Figure 2.4.1
shows annual Road Fund revenues from 1996-2011. The Commonwealth Budget for FY
2010-2012 breaks down the various Road Fund revenue sources into several key
categories. These categories include: Sales and Gross Receipts Taxes, License and
Privilege Taxes, and Non-tax receipts (which include departmental fees, toll income,
investment income, and miscellaneous income). Tolls were removed from Kentucky’s
turnpikes during this time period, yet the impact on overall Road Fund revenues was
rather small (only a few million dollars per year). These categories of revenue and the
individual sources of revenue that compose each category are presented in Tables 2.4.1
through 2.4.3.

Figure 2.4.1 Kentucky Road Fund Revenue from 1996-2011
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Source: Kentucky Budget in Brief, various years
Kentucky’s Budget in Brief provides an overview of the sources of Road Fund Revenues.
Table 2.4.1 lists revenues from Sales and Gross Receipts Taxes and the amounts
collected in FY 2010. These revenues totaled just under $1 billion in FY 2010.
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Table 2.4.1 Kentucky Road Fund Revenues from Sales and Gross Receipts Taxes
2010 by Source
2010
Sales and Gross Receipts Taxes
Motor Fuels Normal and Normal Use
Motor Vehicle Usage
Motor Vehicle Rental Usage
Sales and Use
Truck Trip Permits
Usage Tax on Buses*
Supplemental Fuel Surtax*
Usage Tax on Historical Vehicles*
Total

$655,398,866
$278,078,866
$28,704,568
$25,996,446
$362,600
$0
$0
$0
$988,541,346

Source: Kentucky Budget in Brief, 2010-12 Note: *No revenue in 2010, but was a
revenue source in prior years
Table 2.4.2 shows revenue for license and privilege taxes, while Table 2.4.3 shows all
other sources of revenue including departmental fees, sales, and rentals.
The two main sources of Road Fund revenue are the Motor Fuels Tax and the Motor
Vehicle Usage Tax, which fall under Sales and Gross Receipts Taxes. These taxes
account for the majority of Road Fund revenues. In FY 2010, the motor fuels tax
accounted for 54 percent of Road Fund revenues, while the usage tax accounted for 23
percent. The gas tax is levied at a rate of nine percent of the average wholesale price per
gallon of gas, with a supplemental highway user tax which has a ceiling of five cents.
The minimum wholesale price per gallon is $1.786, which means the minimum tax,
including the supplemental tax, is 21.1 cents per gallon. There are exemptions to the gas
tax for agriculture, buses, taxis, and transport of senior citizens, among others. In FY
2010, gas tax exemptions totaled nearly $13 million.
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Table 2.4.2 Road Fund Revenues from License and Privilege Taxes 2010 by Source
License and Privilege Taxes
Drive Away Utility Trailer Permits
Amateur Radio Plate
Passenger Car License
Truck License- State Share
Motorcycle License
Motorcycle License- Program GA19
Dealers License
Transfer License
Trailer License
County Clerk Penalty
Bus License- Except City
City and Suburban Bus License
Bus Certificates and Permits
Taxi License
Truck Permits
Contract Taxicab Permit
Motor Vehicle Operator's License
Highway Special Permits
U-Drive It Permits
U-Drive-Licenses
Junk Yard License
Historic Vehicle License
Operator's License- Driver Education
Truck Proportional Registration
Operator's License- Photography
Industrial Hauling Permits
General Assembly License Plates
Pearl Harbor Survivor Plates
Collegiate Plates
Personalized License Plates
Army Reserve Plates
Purple Heart Plates
Judicial License Plates
Civil Air Patrol Plates
National Guard License Plates

2010
$7,555
$9,282
$33,465,591
$15,156,014
$596,637
$0
$240,113
$951,392
$1,693,796
-$18,531
$31,583
$0
$2,075
$27,215
$30,750
$14,000
$14,001,101
$6,167,310
$8,260
$1,120,230
$2,298
$303,269
$640,820
$36,662,335
$1,299,567
$900
$1,875
$15
$815,113
$1,260,721
$627,178
$36,881
$113
$1,203
$6,077

2010
Civic Event Plates
Street Rod Plates
Fraternal Order of Police Plates
Environmental License Plates
Dealer Demonstrator Tags
Volunteer Fireman License Tags
P.O.W. License Plates
Motor Carrier Identification Cards
Weight-distance Tax
DES License Plates
Child Victims License Plates
Masonic License Plates
Horse Council Plates
Law Enforcement
Independent College
Ducks Unlimited
Spay and Neuter Plate
Share the Road
Ky Colonels
Sportsman
Breast Cancer
Choose Life
Zoo Foundation Plate
Lincoln Bicentennial
Kentucky Dental Association
Ryder Cup
Autism Awareness
Quail Unlimited
Temporary Tags
Nonreciprocal Permits
Overweight Coal Truck Permit
Friends of Coal
Temporary Truck Decal Permits
Kentucky Linemen
Total

$419
$1,934
$92,875
$799,784
$4,862
$84,320
$89
$2,455,551
$70,498,757
$10,621
$92,862
$61,836
$359,723
$148,470
$57,095
$33,853
$195,210
$106,093
$74,744
$181,715
$320,357
$64,150
$34,797
$15,641
$6,104
$25,493
$39,665
$38,130
$365,193
$214,375
$679,383
$541,320
$0
$31,705
$115,162,738

Source: Kentucky Budget in Brief, 2010-12
Another key component of the sales and gross receipts taxes category is the Motor
Vehicle Usage Tax. This tax is levied when a vehicle is registered for the first time in
Kentucky, or when ownership is transferred. The Motor Vehicle Usage Tax is assessed
at a rate of six percent of the retail price of vehicles, with credits allowed for similar taxes
paid to another state. For new vehicle purchases, a notarized affidavit of the purchase
price is submitted for calculation of the tax. If an affidavit is not available, 90 percent of
Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail Price (MSRP) is used. For used vehicle purchases, the
total consideration paid (trade-in credits are allowed) is used if a notarized affidavit is
present. If a notarized affidavit is not available, the price comes from a reference guide
as prescribed by the Department of Revenue. A minimum fee for used vehicles is
collected, which is the six percent rate assessed at no less than 50 percent of the price as
listed in the reference guide. There are also exemptions to the usage tax for certain
vehicles, including charter buses, commercial vehicles, and handicapped-accessible
vehicles. Exemptions in FY 2010 totaled $98.1 million.
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Table 2.4.3 Kentucky Road Fund Revenues From All Other Sources 2010
Departmental Fees, Sales, and Rentals
Proposal Sales
Specification and Blueprint Sales
Miscellaneous Rentals
Motor Vehicle Licensing Computer Services
Fines and Forfeitures
Traffic Offenders School Fees
Record Copy Sales
Highway Sign Logo Rental
Driving History Record Fee
Operator's License Reinstatement Fees
Operator's License Name Sales
Penalty and Interest- Weight and Use Taxes
Medical Alert Stickers
Motor Vehicle Title Receipts
Proceeds from Asset Disposition
Coal Road Recovery Fines
U-Drive It Penalty and Interest
Total
Investment Income
Total

2010
$350,577
$0
$320,771
$0
$0
$779,495
$237,325
$616,704
$6,989,832
$1,197,865
$0
$1,807,208
$81
$4,867,841
$2,049,901
$21,898
$27,781
$19,267,279

$3,633,987

Miscellaneous Income
Property Damage
Cold Check Account
Total

$970,725
$0
$970,725

Miscellaneous Not Included

$1,409,439

Source: Kentucky Budget in Brief, 2010-12
2.5 Fuel Use Statistics
Given that motor fuel taxes accounted for over half of Road Fund revenues in FY 2010,
identifying possible trends in the usage of fuel is an important step in assessing future
sufficiency of the Road Fund. This section assesses historical fuel tax rates as well as
fuel consumption. Comparisons of a number of measures, including gasoline and diesel
tax rates, fuel consumption, and motor fuel tax receipts, are made both nationally and
regionally. Kentucky’s average gasoline tax rate and the national average (both in
nominal cents per gallon), from 1997 to 2010, is shown in Figure 2.5.1. The figure
shows that the national average has risen slightly, from about 19 cents per gallon in 1997
to approximately 22 cents per gallon in 2010. In the same time period, Kentucky’s rate
has increased from around 15 cents per gallon to over 25 cents per gallon. This increase
can be attributed to the increase in the average wholesale price of gasoline. Kentucky’s
indexing of the variable portion of the gasoline tax allows the rate to rise without
legislative action, while the rates remain fairly constant in states without this indexing.
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Figure 2.5.1 Kentucky Gasoline Tax vs. National Average
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Taxes on diesel fuel are also included in motor fuels tax revenue reports. Figure 2.5.2
compares Kentucky’s tax rate on diesel fuel to the national average for the years 1997
through 2010.

Figure 2.5.2 Kentucky Diesel Tax vs. National Average
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Trends in the diesel tax are quite similar to those for the gas tax. From 1997 through
2004, Kentucky had a rate much lower than the national average rate. Beginning in 2005,
Kentucky’s rate began to rise each year, and it was approximately equal to the national
average in 2009 and 2010.
To provide a regional context, Kentucky’s gas tax rates are compared with the rates of
surrounding states in Table 2.5.1 and Figure 2.5.3.

Table 2.5.1 Kentucky Gasoline Tax Rates vs. Neighboring States
Kentucky
15.4
15.4
16.4
16.4
16.4
16.4
16.4
16.4
18.5
19.7
21
22.5
24.1
25.6

1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Illinois
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19

Indiana
15
15
15
15
15
15
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18

Missouri
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17

Ohio
22
22
22
22
22
22
24
26
28
28
28
28
28
28

West
Virginia
25.35
25.35
25.35
25.35
25.35
25.65
25.35
25.35
27
27
31.5
32.2
32.2
32.2

Tennessee
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

Virginia
17.5
17.5
17.5
17.5
17.5
17.5
17.5
17.5
17.5
17.5
17.5
17.5
17.5
17.5

Source: Federal Highway Administration, Highway Statistics

Figure 2.5.3 Kentucky Gasoline Tax Rates vs. Neighboring States
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Surrounding states included for comparison are Illinois, Indiana, Missouri, Ohio,
Tennessee, West Virginia, and Virginia. In 1997, Kentucky was near the bottom in terms
of gas tax rates. However, since 2004, Kentucky’s rate has increased each year, while
rates have remained constant in many of the surrounding states. As of 2010, Kentucky
had the third highest gas tax rate of these states, trailing only Ohio at 28 cents and West
Virginia at 32.2 cents. Ohio has periodically raised its rate while West Virginia’s rate,
like Kentucky’s, is tied to the average wholesale price of gasoline.
Diesel fuel tax rates are also compared regionally in Table 2.5.2 and Figure 2.5.4. Again,
Kentucky’s diesel fuel tax rate has a similar trajectory to gas tax rates, starting with the
lowest tax rate in 1997 and trending upward after 2004 to the current rate of 22.6 cents
per gallon. Among these states, Kentucky’s current rate trails only West Virginia and
Ohio.

Table 2.5.2 Kentucky Diesel Fuel Tax Rates vs. Neighboring States
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Kentucky
13.4
13.4
13.4
13.4
13.4
13.4
13.4
13.4
15.5
16.7
18
19.5
21.1
22.6

Illinois
21.5
21.5
21.5
21.5
21.5
21.5
21.5
21.5
21.5
21.5
21.5
21.5
21.5
21.5

Indiana
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16

Missouri
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17

Ohio
22
22
22
22
22
22
24
26
28
28
28
28
28
28

Tennessee
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17

Source: Federal Highway Administration, Highway Statistics
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Figure 2.5.4 Kentucky Diesel Fuel Tax Rates vs. Neighboring States
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As fuel taxes are an important component of Road Fund revenues, it is important to
review all aspects of such taxes. It is not only tax rates that can impact revenues, but fuel
consumption can as well. The following analysis of motor fuel usage compares
Kentucky with neighboring states and with the national average. Charting past trends and
historical data of fuel use may provide some insight for predicting future trends. First,
Kentucky’s total motor fuel usage and taxable portion of that usage is compared to the
national average on a per-capita basis.11 Figure 2.5.5 shows that Kentucky drivers have
consistently consumed more fuel per person than the national average. The trend over
time has been fairly flat, albeit with a slight decline associated with the economic
downturn in 2008. Research has shown varying measures of the price elasticity of
demand for gas, but these measures are universally inelastic within the range of
historically observed prices. In other words, changes in the price of gasoline (within
historically observed ranges) do not cause major changes in levels of fuel consumption
(Hughes, Knittel, & Sperling, 2006).

11

Per-capita refers to the entire population. This is consistent for all per-capita measures. The national
per-capita average is a cumulative total for all states divided by 50.
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Figure 2.5.5 Kentucky Motor Fuel Usage vs. National Average (Gallons per capita)
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Figure 2.5.6 shows a comparison of Kentucky’s fuel usage to neighboring states, again on
a gallons-per-capita basis. As the figure illustrates, Kentucky drivers have been among
the top consumers of fuel in the region. The fuel usage levels in most regional states
were fairly flat for the time period considered, with a small decline that corresponds with
the most recent recession.
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Figure 2.5.6 Kentucky Motor Fuel Usage vs. Neighboring States (Gallons per capita)
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Figure 2.5.7 presents information on motor fuel tax receipts per capita. Kentucky’s tax
receipts are compared to the national average for the years of 1996 to 2010.

Figure 2.5.7 Kentucky Motor Fuel Tax Receipts vs. National Average
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Trends indicate an upward trajectory both in Kentucky and nationally. Traditionally,
Kentucky has been fairly consistent with the national average, although Kentucky has
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moved ahead in recent years, likely due to the indexed portion of Kentucky's motor fuels
tax. There is more volatility in Kentucky’s receipts than in the national average, which
should be expected, since the use of a 50-state average would filter out much of the
individual state volatility. Regional comparisons may prove to be a more useful indicator
for understanding the volatility in receipts from motor fuel taxes.
Using the same regional states as in the previous tables and figures, Figure 2.5.8 provides
a comparison of motor fuel tax receipts per capita. Given that the Road Fund relies
heavily on these revenues, it is prudent to examine how Kentucky’s neighboring states
compare. Throughout most of the time period displayed, Kentucky’s receipts were lower
than most neighboring states, although consistent growth since 2005 has moved
Kentucky into the top three. Kentucky’s total motor fuel tax receipts in 2010 totaled over
$655 million, which is a five percent increase from 2009 and an increase of nearly eight
percent from 2008.

Figure 2.5.8 Kentucky Motor Fuel Tax Receipts vs. Neighboring States
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2.6 Vehicle Statistics
Another significant source of Road Fund revenue for Kentucky is the motor vehicle
usage tax. This tax is levied when a vehicle is registered for the first time in Kentucky, or
when ownership is transferred. In FY 2010, this tax accounted for 23 percent of Road
Fund revenue. Investigating trends in vehicle registrations and the revenues derived from
vehicle taxes is another important step in evaluating the Road Fund. As illustrated in
Figure 2.6.1, Kentucky saw an increase in vehicles per capita from 2000 to 2001,
followed by a gradual decline for the next three years. The number has remained fairly
flat since 2004. Kentucky has mirrored the national average fairly closely over the last
25

several years. Interestingly, the national average for vehicles per capita has declined
slightly from a peak of 0.51 in 1995 to 0.45 in 2009, indicating that growth in vehicle
ownership has been outpaced by population growth.

Figure 2.6.1 Kentucky Motor Vehicles Per Capita vs. National Average
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To provide an accurate assessment of where Kentucky ranks in terms of vehicles per
capita, regional comparisons are shown in Figure 2.6.2. Most regional states showed a
gradual decline over the time period. Kentucky began the period with the lowest number
of vehicles per capita but has moved up towards the middle of the pack. Most states in
the region track fairly closely to the national average.
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Figure 2.6.2 Kentucky Motor Vehicles Per Capita vs. Neighboring States
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The number of vehicles in a state can be an important driver of tax receipts derived from
motor vehicles. These revenues can be an important funding component for
transportation, both nationally and regionally. The statistics shown in Figure 2.6.3 and
2.6.4 are aggregate receipts from all taxes and fees that are levied on motor vehicles.
Kentucky is an interesting case, as its motor vehicle usage tax is considered a Special
Title Tax by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA). This classification is
included in the FHWA revenue category of Motor Vehicle and Motor Carrier Tax
Receipts. Many other states obtain funds via registration fees, and although Kentucky
does use this fee, it does not constitute the majority of its revenues from motor vehicle
taxes and fees. Registration fees are different from Kentucky’s motor vehicle usage tax
in that registration fees are paid each time a vehicle’s registration is renewed, while the
usage tax is levied when a vehicle is registered in Kentucky for the first time or it
changes ownership. In Figure 2.6.3, Kentucky is compared to the national average in
terms of motor vehicle tax receipts per capita. Kentucky has traditionally had higher tax
receipts than the national average, which could be attributed to the motor vehicle usage
tax. Kentucky has historically averaged over $600 million annually in total receipts.
Kentucky’s downturn in 2009 could be attributed to the recession affecting Kentucky
more adversely than the national average.
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Figure 2.6.3 Kentucky Motor Vehicle Tax Receipts vs. National Average (Per
capita)
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Kentucky’s motor vehicle tax receipts are also contrasted with surrounding states in
Figure 2.6.4. Compared to its neighbors, Kentucky is a leader in motor vehicle tax
receipts.

Figure 2.6.4 Kentucky Motor Vehicle Tax Receipts vs. Neighboring States (Per
capita)
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Finally, new vehicle registrations are analyzed for trends. Data from the National
Automobile Dealers Association reports, from 1999 to 2010, provides an overview of
new vehicle registrations. As individuals purchase new cars, these purchases directly
impact motor vehicle taxes, particularly for a state like Kentucky which relies on the
usage tax for funding. Kentucky is compared to the national average in Figure 2.6.5.

Figure 2.6.5 Kentucky New Motor Vehicle Registrations vs. National Average (Per
capita)
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Between 1999 and 2010, Kentucky saw a steady decline in new registrations, with a more
pronounced drop after 2007, which could be attributed to the recession and the issues
faced by many auto manufacturers. This track follows the national average, which also
saw a steep drop during the same time. Over the entire period, Kentucky had fewer new
registrations per capita than the national average. Kentucky did see an increase of 7,000
total new registrations from 2009 to 2010, but the overall numbers still lag behind prior
years.
Regional comparisons of new vehicle registrations per capita are shown in Figure 2.6.6.
All states in the region have seen declines in new vehicle registrations, with some states
experiencing larger drops than Kentucky. For example, Illinois saw a decline of nearly
350 thousand new vehicle registrations from 2001 to 2009. Kentucky’s declining
registrations may account for some of the decline that has been seen in motor vehicle tax
receipts as well. From a regional perspective, Kentucky is last in new registrations per
capita for the entire period.
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Figure 2.6.6 Kentucky New Motor Vehicle Registrations vs. Neighboring States (Per
capita)
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2.7 Road Fund Expenditures
After analyzing the revenue side of the Road Fund, specifically the motor fuels tax and
motor vehicle usage tax, expenditure levels are presented and analyzed. Expenditures
that are made from the Road Fund are analyzed, as well as any highway-related
expenditures from the General Fund. This allows for a complete picture of Kentucky’s
expenditures on its transportation system. Total annual Road Fund expenditures have
historically been upwards of $1 billion. Annual Road Fund expenditures from 1998 to
2011 are shown in Figure 2.7.1. Expenditures are presented both in nominal dollars and
in 2011 adjusted dollars. When examining adjusted dollars, it is apparent that
expenditures from the Road Fund peaked in 2002, dropped in 2003, and were fairly flat
from 2003 to 2009. Expenditures dropped again in 2010, reflecting the recent recession.
The recession appears to have negatively impacted expenditures for a short time period,
likely due to the commensurate decrease in Road Fund revenues.
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Figure 2.7.1 Road Fund Expenditures
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Source: Kentucky Budget in Brief, various years
Road Fund appropriations are generally divided between the Transportation Cabinet, the
Justice and Public Safety Cabinet (State Police), the Finance and Administration Cabinet,
and smaller amounts to areas such as Homeland Security, Environmental Protection, and
the State Treasurer. The Commonwealth’s Budget in Brief provides a Road Fund
Expenditures Summary that highlights where expenditures are allocated. FY 2010
Expenditures are shown in Table 2.7.1, providing monetary amounts, not only for the
Transportation Cabinet’s portion of the funding, but other cabinet departments and areas
as well. The two largest line items are Highways, which received $678 million in
funding, and Revenue Sharing, which received $284 million in 2010. Revenue sharing is
the disbursement of funds by the Cabinet to localities for roadway construction and
maintenance or the expenditure of funds by the Cabinet on behalf of localities.
The Transportation Cabinet’s portion of the funding is by far the largest. In FY 2010, the
Transportation Cabinet received over 93 percent of Road Fund appropriations. The
dollars received by the Cabinet are divided between revenue sharing, aviation, highways,
vehicle regulation, debt service, capital projects, and general administration and support.
Figure 2.7.2 shows the percentage of appropriations to the Transportation Cabinet by area
in FY 2010. As noted in Table 2.7.1, highways and revenue sharing received the most
funding with over 60 percent and 25 percent respectively.
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Table 2.7.1 Road Fund Expenditures
Appropriations from Road Fund
Revenue Sharing (including any adjustments)
Aviation
Highways
Vehicle Regulation
Debt Service
General Administration and Support
Capital Construction
Transportation Cabinet Total

2010
$284,908,500
$6,615,300
$678,859,700
$22,755,100
$54,278,000
$69,777,900
$4,150,000
$1,121,344,500

Justice and Public Safety Cabinet (1)
Revenue
Finance and Administration Cabinet (2)
Kentucky State Treasurer
Homeland Security
Environmental Protection
Commerce Cabinet- Artisans Center
Other Total

$73,881,500
$2,325,000
$400,000
$250,000
$250,000
$300,000
$350,000
$77,756,500

$1,199,101,000
Total Appropriations
1. Starting in 2005 this is broken into State Police and Vehicle Enforcement; in the 2010-12 Budget it is
designated solely as State Police
2. Starting in 2005 this is broken into Debt Service and General Admin.

Source: Kentucky Budget in Brief, various years

Figure 2.7.2 Road Fund Appropriations to the Transportation Cabinet FY 2010
(non-adjusted)
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Source: Kentucky Budget in Brief, various years
Kentucky’s expenditures on transportation are not limited to the Road Fund. In FY 2010,
federal funding alone was $1.13 billion. Money also comes from the state’s General
Fund and the issuance of bonds. Total expenditures on transportation from all sources
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are shown in Figure 2.7.3. Spending has grown, albeit at an uneven pace. Significant
increases in expenditures are seen after 2004, but there has been no consistency, with
expenditures in real dollars falling below $2.5 billion in 2009, rebounding to over $3
billion in 2010, and then falling again in 2011. Some of this volatility is likely
attributable to the ebb and flow of federal stimulus dollars as well as Economic
Development bond-funded projects. The slight growth rate in Road Fund expenditures
shown in Figure 2.7.1has averaged slightly more than inflation as measured by the
Consumer Price Index. Comparing Figure 2.7.1 to Figure 2.7.3, we see that Road Fund
expenditures have been much less volatile than overall transportation expenditures in
recent years. However, in order to increase total expenditure levels without modifying
the Road Fund revenue structure (which has yielded a fairly steady level of revenue), a
greater reliance will have to be placed on other sources of revenue, such as general funds,
federal funds, and debt issuance.

Figure 2.7.3 Total Expenditures on Transportation
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2.8 Summary
Chapter Two is designed to provide a broad introduction to the study and to analyze
revenues and expenditures for the Kentucky Road Fund. It first surveyed the literature
and forecasting methodologies to define the study scope and methods used. It then
provided an initial look at the sources of revenue for Kentucky’s Road Fund. In
particular, the sources and trends in two important sources—Motor Fuels Taxes and
Vehicle Usage Taxes—are highlighted. Drivers of the Motor Fuels Tax, including tax
rates and fuel use, are examined in detail. Since usage taxes are impacted by vehicle
purchases and registrations, these statistics were analyzed. Revenue from the motor fuels
tax has increased in Kentucky since 2005, while usage tax revenues, which are included
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as part of motor vehicle tax receipts, have declined since 2002. Road Fund revenues in
adjusted (i.e., 2011) dollars were fairly constant from 1996 through 2011, although some
erosion has been seen in recent years. Road fund expenditures have fallen from their
peak in 2002, but in recent years have averaged between $1.2 billion and $1.4 billion
annually.
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CHAPTER THREE: ANALYSIS OF HISTORICAL TRANSPORTATION
SYSTEM COSTS AND SYSTEM RATINGS
Assessing the sufficiency of the Road Fund in future years requires an analysis of the
historical costs associated with the provision of these services. The impetus behind
examining previous transportation system costs and expenditures is to provide adequate
context for an assessment of the sufficiency of the Road Fund revenue forecasts that are
developed in Chapter Four. This chapter examines construction and maintenance costs.
Accounting for expected changes in the costs of construction and maintenance activities
allows future revenue estimates to be evaluated based on expected costs. If construction
costs increase, then corresponding increases in Road Fund revenues will be necessary to
maintain current service levels. Roadway sufficiency can be analyzed by comparing
historical expenditures with factors such as roadway ratings.12 This comparison
demonstrates whether previous expenditure levels have been adequate to maintain
Kentucky’s roadways and if a continuation of such expenditures is likely to be sufficient
in the future.
This chapter begins with a discussion of the subject-matter-expert interviews that were
conducted with officials from the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet and the Governor’s
Office for Economic Analysis. These interviews included topics regarding their
expectations of future roadway and maintenance costs, whether current revenues are
meeting present roadway needs, and their outlook on Kentucky’s Road Fund and
roadway funding in general. A full list of interviewees is included in the
Acknowledgements section of this report.
This chapter also examines historical construction costs, including inflation indexes and
the average cost to resurface a mile of roadway. These historical numbers are forecasted
utilizing a simple linear trend model to evaluate how these costs are expected to change
in the next five years. Several additional metrics are analyzed that provide a quantitative
evaluation of Kentucky’s transportation system. These metrics are utilized for
comparison with prior expenditure levels to determine if expenditures have been
sufficient to meet state targets.
3.1 Interviews with Subject Matter Experts
The interviews provide insights into how informed officials view the current state of
Kentucky’s transportation system and how current funding levels are meeting the state’s
needs. The interviews also provide guidance for the forecasting methodologies used in
this study. Additionally, thoughts on future funding needs and future funding levels
were solicited to enhance the analysis of the sufficiency of the Road Fund. Planning for
future maintenance needs, traffic growth, and the impacts of increased demand on the
transportation system all play a key role in defining Kentucky’s funding issues.

12

Ratings include metrics used by the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet to assess the state of the roadway
system. These metrics are discussed in more detail later in this chapter.
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Several revenue sources for the Road Fund were identified by interviewees as being
sensitive to economic trends. The usage tax and weight-distance tax were cited as being
problematic due to sensitivity as well as an erosion of purchasing power from inflation.
However, some interviewees noted that the weight-distance tax has been stable in the
past. Many officials pointed out that expenditure levels have not kept pace with inflation,
much less with the higher rate of inflation of construction costs. The indexing, or
variable portion, of the motor fuel tax has contributed to increased stability and even
some growth, thus allowing the fuel tax to remain a viable source of funding, at least for
the near future. For Kentucky, this has meant that the state’s motor fuel tax is less
affected by economic trends than other states, although there remains concern about the
future viability of this tax as more drivers move towards fuel-efficient vehicles. As such,
the fuel tax is likely to remain as the most important revenue component of the Road
Fund. In contrast, the usage tax has been falling behind, and, if changes are not made, it
is likely to become relatively less important as a revenue source for the Road Fund.
For capital projects, federal funds, particularly from the National Highway Trust Fund,
typically provide over half of the project costs. Because of the volatility associated with
national politics and the federal budget, planning for future projects becomes difficult and
uncertain. Tolls were mentioned by several interviewees as part of future funding
considerations, particularly for large capital projects, although the problem of public
support for tolls remains an issue. Planning for future projects is further complicated by
the current limited pool of funds available. Kentucky’s current six-year plan, which
identifies recommended projects to improve the state’s roadways, has slightly over $8
billion in projects, but, as noted in the plan, the effects of projected inflation leave the
projects identified in the plan underfunded by over $1.7 billion. Interviewees also noted
that there are over $80 billion in identified needs that are not included in the six-year
plan, as the plan only lists projects for which funding is presumed to be available.
Officials also raised concerns surrounding the ability of the Transportation Cabinet to
adequately maintain the current system given today’s funding levels. Future funding
levels were not anticipated to be sufficient either. In fact, there is an increasing backlog
of deferred maintenance needs that cannot be met with current funding levels. Pavement
maintenance remains a top priority, and, if a large proportion of the available funding is
directed to pavement maintenance, then other aspects of maintenance suffer. The state’s
bridges are aging, and concerns have arisen due to structurally deficient bridges that are
lacking basic maintenance. Inadequate staffing levels and insufficient funding were cited
as two obstacles faced by the Cabinet in maintaining the state’s bridges and roadways.
Many of the state’s pavements are also beyond their anticipated lifespan, and, due to
increasing constructions costs, it is difficult to maintain these pavements, much less
resurface them, within current spending levels. Major construction needs for the Cabinet
in the next five years include rehabilitation work on major routes and rest areas. As one
interviewee noted, the current approach to patching the roadways will not work forever.
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Table 3.1.1 Key Interview Points
Summary of Key Interview Points
Indexing of fuel tax has led to greater stability in revenues
Insufficient funding for maintenance
Infrastructure is beyond its lifespan
National politics can impact highway funding
Six year plan has more identified needs than available funding

3.2 Cost Analysis
As construction and maintenance costs increase while revenues are nominally stable,
fewer projects can be undertaken and maintenance may be deferred. This creates a
situation where the condition of roads and bridges will deteriorate.13 Historical data for
construction and maintenance costs can provide a baseline for comparison of the various
revenue projections that are presented in Chapter Four. Comparing revenue projections
with anticipated construction and maintenance costs will provide policymakers with
perspective on whether revenues are expected to keep pace with costs. Figure 3.2.1
presents national construction cost trends using a normalized index.

Figure 3.2.1 National Highway Construction Cost Index
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Source: Office of Highway Policy Information, Federal Highway Administration
These non-inflation-adjusted construction cost trends for highways come from the
Federal Highway Administration with a base year of 2003 (base value of one). Figures
are reported on a quarterly basis. The index measures changes in prices for highway
construction in all U.S. states. The components of highway construction costs include
13

As examined in Task 3.3.
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materials used and services such as labor. The index increased steadily from 2003
through late 2006, but has declined since then, almost back to 2003 levels.
The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet also maintains a construction cost index, which
uses average unit bid prices from each year. The base year for this index is 1987 (base
value of 100 percent). The index is shown in Figure 3.2.2. The index was fairly constant
from 1979 through 1994, then rose and held steady for several more years before rapidly
rising starting in 2004. This increase peaked in 2008, and has been volatile since then. A
best fit linear trend line was fitted using a regression to the index values over the time
period and is included in the figure. It indicates a pattern of continued growth in
construction costs in Kentucky.

Figure 3.2.2 Kentucky Construction Cost Index
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Source: Kentucky Transportation Cabinet Note: Regression equation y = 0.0352x +
0.7175; r2=0.75
The percentage change in the Kentucky Construction Cost Index year by year can be seen
in Figure 3.2.3.
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Figure 3.2.3 Kentucky Construction Cost Index Percentage Change
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Recent years have seen wild swings in prices as they increased an average of nearly 25
percent each year from 2005 to 2008, followed by three straight years of greater than 40
percent change. This is particularly noteworthy, since the previous 25 years (1979-2004)
never had an annual change exceeding 15 percent.
Finally, changes in nationwide construction costs are benchmarked against Kentucky.
Figure 3.2.4 contains percentage changes for both the National Highway Construction
Cost Index and the Kentucky Construction Cost Index.
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Figure 3.2.5 Average Cost per Mile for Resurfacing State Primary and State
Secondary Roads in Kentucky
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Source: Kentucky Transportation Cabinet Note: Regression equation y = 3662.1x +
19843; r2=0.91
Based on the trends depicted in these several figures, it is reasonable to expect that
construction costs will continue to climb in future years. Accounting for inflation in
construction costs is an important component of future plans for the Road Fund, as
inflation can dramatically impact the ability of the Road Fund to meet the needs of
Kentucky’s roadways. The growth in construction costs and the average cost to resurface
a mile of roadway in the State Primary and State Secondary Resurfacing Program affect
the number of miles that can be resurfaced on an annual basis. If funding remains
constant, or does not keep pace with the increase in costs, then fewer miles will be paved
each year, leading to deterioration in the condition of the roadways. The number of miles
resurfaced each year in the State Primary and State Secondary Resurfacing Program,
along with the current backlog, is shown in Figure 3.2.6. Testimony by Jon Wilcoxson of
the Transportation Cabinet to the Budget Review Subcommittee of the Kentucky
Legislature on November 29, 2012, highlighted that the resurfacing need per year is
approximately 1,110 miles for a total annual cost need of $147 million. The current need,
including the backlog, totals $457 million. The growing backlog in Figure 3.2.6 shows
that the Cabinet has been unable to keep up with the resurfacing need. As a result, the
backlog has been increasing fairly steadily for the past 17 years, growing from less than
1,000 miles in 1994 to more than 3,400 miles in 2011. Mr. Wilcoxson’s testimony also
revealed that per-mile resurfacing costs have increased an average of seven percent per
year since 2002, and he expects costs to double in the next ten years.
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Table 3.2.1 Kentucky Construction Cost Index and Future Estimates
Index
136.26%
126.57%
133.64%
138.97%
137.17%
162.01%
184.74%
211.30%
232.53%
185.34%
223.44%
181.92%
191.43%
194.95%
198.47%
201.99%
205.51%

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012 (estimate)
2013 (estimate)
2014 (estimate)
2015 (estimate)
2016 (estimate)

Source: Kentucky Transportation Cabinet and authors’ calculations
One other projection for future construction and maintenance costs is the average cost to
resurface one mile of state-maintained roadway in Kentucky. Again using a simple linear
trend line approach, the next five years of average resurfacing costs can be estimated.
The r-squared value for this linear trend model is 0.92. The average cost per mile is
shown in Table 3.2.2 from 2000 to 2011, with estimates from 2012 to 2016. The
projections indicate that by 2016 the cost to resurface one mile will rise to over $133,000.

Table 3.2.2 Average Cost per Mile for Resurfacing and Future Estimates
Avg. Cost
$63,000
$63,600
$72,900
$75,275
$75,395
$86,751
$102,300
$111,800
$105,400
$116,700
$126,600
$125,000
$118,720
$122,382
$126,044
$129,706
$133,368

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012 (estimate)
2013 (estimate)
2014 (estimate)
2015 (estimate)
2016 (estimate)

Source: Kentucky Transportation Cabinet and authors’ calculations
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3.3 Transportation System Rating Metrics and Expenditure Analysis
Kentucky’s roads and bridges receive several condition-based ratings assigned by the
Transportation Cabinet that can aid in determining how prior expenditure levels have
affected conditions. By comparing past expenditure levels with ratings, the sufficiency of
current expenditure levels, particularly from the Road Fund, can be assessed. The
American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) Report Card for America’s Infrastructure14
assigns standard letter grades to each state’s infrastructure. In 2011, Kentucky’s bridges
received a D, which was down from the C-grade in 2003. Kentucky’s roads were graded
a D in 2011, which was unchanged from the 2003 grade. These ratings provide some
initial perspective regarding the current condition of Kentucky’s roads and bridges, but
more detailed ratings from the Cabinet are used for expenditure comparisons. Historical
data and trends from these ratings are introduced, followed by comparisons with
expenditures, and then any conclusions that can be drawn.
The first rating criterion comes from the Maintenance Rating Program (MRP) Report
which is an annual survey of roads conducted by the Division of Maintenance in the
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet. This rating is based on a 100-point scale with a target
score of 80. The data used for the MRP is collected each year from June through
October. There is some element of subjectivity associated with the grading, which is
done by Cabinet employees. Generally, several hundred segments of roadway, 500 feet in
length, are randomly selected from four road categories: (1) interstates, (2) other National
Highway System roads, (3) state primary and secondary roads, and (4) rural secondary
roads. Grades are assigned in several categories, including rideability, potholes, striping,
and guide signs. An overall weighted score is assigned to each type of road in each of the
12 highway districts and statewide. Statewide scores are shown in Figure 2.3.1. The red,
horizontal line shows the target grade of 80.

14

http://kyasce.org/report-card
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Figure 3.3.1 Statewide MRP Overall Rating vs. State Target Rating
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Overall, scores improved from 1999 to 2007 but have been up and down since. The
target grade has been surpassed in five of the last six years. This indicates a marked
improvement from the earlier data when the state did not meet its target goal from 1999
through 2006. MRP scores by road type are shown in Figure 3.3.2. The improvement in
this measure could be attributed to more dollars being allocated to maintaining current
roadways, versus using dollars to replace deteriorating roads and expanding system
capacity. From 2006 to 2011, the Transportation Cabinet increased its maintenance
expenditures by over $100 million, while construction expenditures actually decreased by
several million dollars. The trade-off inherent in such a strategy is that the average age of
roads continues to grow, leading to future scenarios where more dollars are needed for
replacement than are available. Utilizing more dollars for maintenance is a function of
the age of the roadways, which in many cases are past their estimated service life, and
thus increased maintenance is necessary to keep the roadways drivable.
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Figure 3.3.2 Statewide MRP Score by Road Type
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Interstates and National Highway System roads have consistently had the best ratings,
being over the target grade for each of the past 13 years. From 1999 to 2012, Interstates
averaged a grade of 87, while National Highway System roads averaged an 86. State
primary and secondary roads have been at or above the target score since 2006, but rural
secondary roads did not meet the target score in any of the years studied. The average
grade for rural secondary roads from 1999 to 2012 was slightly under 74.
Measures of pavement condition can also provide some insight into how Road Fund
expenditure levels affect roadways. The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet rates
pavement conditions in the state by classifying pavements as good, fair, or poor
condition. The scale used to determine what constitutes good, fair, or poor condition is
adjusted based on traffic volume. Thus, routes with higher volumes are expected to be
maintained in better condition than routes with lower traffic volumes. Statewide
pavement conditions from 2001 to 2011 are presented in Figure 3.3.3. The percentage of
pavements in good condition reached a low in 2003, rose in succeeding years, and has
been declining again since 2008. Additionally, the percentage of pavements in fair
condition has also been trending downward since 2004. If the percentage of good and
fair pavements is combined, it would also show a decline over time, with 80 percent of
pavements being in good or fair condition today versus 90 percent in the early 1990s.
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Figurre 3.3.3 Stattewide Paveement Cond
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The figure indicates that scores improved from 1990 through 1997, then fell behind in
later years, although there is variability between improvements and declines. Rideability
recorded its worst measure in 2008, which was followed by two years of improvement
until 2009. Since then, there have consecutive years of worsening rideability scores.
Rideability scores by road type—including interstate, parkway, MP, and rural
secondary—are presented in Figure 3.3.5. Again, lower scores are indicative of
improvement in this measure. As seen in the MRP scores, rural secondary roads fared
the worst in terms of rideability as well, while interstates and parkways were rated the
best.

Figure 3.3.5 Statewide Rideability Scores by Road Type
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Kentucky’s bridges are also rated annually by the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet. The
number of structurally deficient15 state maintained bridges is displayed in Figure 3.3.6.
The figure shows an increase in the number of structurally deficient bridges from 230 in
2000 to 379 in 2011. The number of structurally deficient bridges did decrease from
2006 through 2008, as well as 2010 to 2011. However, the overall trend for the past
decade has been increasing, and this increase may be partly attributable to the statistics
shown in Figure 3.3.7 on state bridge replacement expenditures.

15

“Bridges are considered structurally deficient if significant load carrying elements are found to be in poor
condition due to deterioration or the adequacy of the waterway opening provided by the bridge is
determined to be extremely insufficient to the point of causing intolerable traffic interruptions.” Definition
from:
http://www.dot.state.oh.us/Divisions/Communications/BridgingtheGap/Pages/BridgeTermDefinitions.aspx
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To provide additional context for the various metrics and ratings systems introduced thus
far, it is prudent to compare such measures with prior expenditure levels. This will
provide more context for assessing how Road Fund expenditures have impacted the
condition of Kentucky’s roadway system, as well as certain expenditure areas, such as
bridge replacement (see prior section) and resurfacing. The comparisons that will be
introduced here provide initial evidence as to the sufficiency of the Road Fund and how
spending levels have impacted the transportation system.
First, as noted in the prior section, there has been an increase in the number of miles of
roadway that need resurfacing, as well as possible concerns regarding roadway conditions
as detailed by various metrics. The backlog of roadway miles needing resurfacing can be
placed in context based on the expenditures from the resurfacing program, which are
shown in Figure 3.3.8. Expenditures are shown in three ways: (1) in nominal dollars; (2)
in 1995 dollars, adjusted based on the Consumer Price Index (CPI); and (3) in 1995
dollars, adjusted based on the average cost per mile of resurfacing. If we examine
nominal expenditures, there has been an increase, albeit with some large fluctuations,
over the time period. More telling, however, are the normalized expenditures using the
CPI and the average cost per mile. When using the CPI-adjusted dollars, annual
expenditures have grown by only $17 million since 1995. If we examine the averagecost-per-mile-adjusted amounts, there has actually been a decrease of $7 million from
1995 to 2011. In other words, increasing construction costs have negated any nominal
spending increases and actually led to a decline in normalized resurfacing expenditures.
Additionally, there are much larger fluctuations in the yearly funding allocations starting
in 2004, which may introduce uncertainty into the resurfacing process from year to year.

Figure 3.3.8 Resurfacing Expenditures
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Figurre 3.3.10 Ro
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3.4 Summary
Chapter Three examines transportation costs and condition ratings and provides
comparisons of how expenditures and ratings have trended over time. Interviews with
officials were summarized to provide context for how they view the current state of the
transportation system and whether expenditures are sufficient to maintain Kentucky’s
roadway system. The general consensus of the interviewees was that current expenditure
levels were not sufficient. The cost analyses focused on construction cost indexes at both
the state and national levels, which indicated that volatility in Kentucky’s costs have
increased, as have cost levels. The metrics for measuring the quality of the roadway
system generally indicated declines in recent years, with the exception of maintenance
ratings. Recent trends in two measures of pavement condition suggested that expenditure
levels in recent years have not been sufficient to maintain the current system. Data from
Kentucky’s pavement resurfacing program indicates a rapidly growing backlog of roads
in need of resurfacing. Setting additional strategic goals and benchmarks, similar to the
target score for MRP ratings, would allow further analysis of how expenditure levels
have impacted the attainment of such goals. Additionally, having established targets
would provide more context as to what would constitute adequate expenditures in the
future.
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CHAPTER FOUR: ROAD FUND REVENUE FORECASTS
4.1 Revenue Forecast Models
One objective of this study is to forecast future Road Fund revenues under three scenarios
to assess the adequacy of funds in the near future. In this chapter, Kentucky Road Fund
revenues are forecasted for six years (including a 2012 forecast). The first challenge in
forecasting Road Fund revenues is to determine the level of detail appropriate for
building robust forecasting models. Table 2.4.2, which displays the composition of Road
Fund revenues from license and privilege taxes, shows more than 60 categories of license
and privilege taxes. While it is possible to apply forecasting models to these individual
categories, this level of detail is not necessary for the purposes of this study and
employing so many forecasting models would introduce unnecessary forecasting error to
our estimates of total Road Fund revenues.16 Therefore, the emphasis of the forecasts
discussed in this report is on the aggregate annual Road Fund revenues. The decision to
focus on aggregate Road Fund revenues was made after considering forecast models for
major revenue categories. The trend model results for the subcategories are shown in the
appendix. Our assessment of these individual forecasting models suggests it is best to
focus the forecasting models at the aggregate level. However, there are benefits to
discussing some of the trends in the largest revenue subcategories, such as motor fuel
taxes and usage taxes. This discussion is provided at the end of this section.
A second challenge to providing accurate forecasts is to identify appropriate forecasting
models that capture revenue trends and provide robust predictions. The graph provided
in Figure 2.4.1 shows that total nominal Road Fund revenues in Kentucky have increased
fairly steadily since 1996. The evidence of the increasing time trend suggests that the
trend model, the time-trend-squared model, and the lag model (all discussed in section
1.3) may be appropriate models for forecasting. These models would be applicable here
because an increasing time trend should allow these models to provide strong goodness
of fit for the forecasts. Additionally, it is pertinent to discuss important factors that
influence transportation revenue forecast models. The models used here utilize historical
data to forecast future Road Fund revenues. Implicit in the forecasts are effects from
factors such as fuel efficiency, population growth, fuel prices, and broader economic
factors. Thus, the forecasts used here implicitly account for the impact of these factors.
Any revenue forecasts that attempted to integrate such effects individually would be
significantly more complex, yet would not necessarily improve the validity of the
forecasts.
It is worth discussing the effects of the economy, fuel prices, and alternative-fuel vehicles
on the forecasts. The overall economic situation, both nationally and regionally, impacts
transportation revenues. As the economy grows and individuals have more to spend on
travel, then transportation revenues are positively impacted. The CBO predicted that
economic growth as measured by real GDP would be 3.1 percent in 2011 and 2.8 in
2012.17 Their predictions for long-term growth are between 2.4 and 3.4 percent annually.
16

Table 2.4.1 provides a breakdown of revenues from sales and gross receipts taxes.
Congressional Budget Office. 2011. The Budget and Economic Outlook: Fiscal Years 2011 to 2021.
Washington, DC: CBO.

17
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However, the economy’s performance in the first half of 2011 suggests that this forecast
may be optimistic, at least in the short run. Revenues will generally have a positive
relationship with population. Increases in Kentucky’s population will lead to more
revenue as the population growth translates to increased fuel usage, vehicle ownership,
etc., with associated increases in related tax and fee revenues. However, these additional
drivers will also produce an increased need for expenditures due to their use of
transportation services and the associated wear and tear on state roads. Road Fund
revenues are influenced by these factors. The data for the forecast models spans two
recessions and two boom periods. Thus, variations in the economy are indirectly
captured in the forecast estimates, even though the economy is not modeled directly.
Fuel efficiency is another determinant of future highway revenues. As vehicles become
more fuel-efficient or operate on alternative fuel sources, the spending on fuel, and
therefore on motor fuels taxes, declines. Fuel price volatility poses a significant
challenge in predicting future revenues from fuel taxes. The fuel tax is often levied on a
cents per gallon basis. The fundamental economic pricing theory asserts that in
competitive markets, an increase in commodity prices reduces the amount of goods
purchased, because consumers can turn to competitor products. Price theory then
suggests that, as fuel prices per gallon increase, the number of gallons of fuel purchased
decreases. However, the price elasticity of fuel is less than most other commodities
because there are fewer substitutes for fuel. This means that, in the short run, the amount
of fuel consumed is not likely to vary widely due to changes in fuel price. In the long
run, however, consumers can alter consumption by purchasing alternative-fuel vehicles or
vehicles with better fuel efficiency.
There is a great deal of volatility in retail fuel prices, as illustrated in Figure 4.1.1.
Nevertheless, in the midst of this volatility there is a strong upward trend to the data,
which indicates the trend and trend-squared models would capture historical patterns.
Kentucky Road Fund revenues are expected to be somewhat isolated from downward
shocks, in that the Kentucky fuel tax is indexed to the price of fuel. The lag model
incorporates the upward trend in the model and moreover will place significant weight on
the current year’s Road Fund revenues. Thus, all models indirectly capture fuel prices
and will not bias road fund estimates as long as there are no large, abnormal price
fluctuations during the forecast period.
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Figure 4.1.1 Average U.S. Fuel Retail Price
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Fuel efficiency interacts with fuel prices to influence fuel tax revenues. The more fuelefficient the vehicle fleet, the fewer gallons consumed and the less excise fuel tax
collected. The average fuel efficiency of the vehicle fleet for each year from 1996
through 2011 is shown in Figure 4.1.2. Fuel efficiency declined pretty steadily from
1996 to 2004. Since 2004, it has increased every year, with a particularly significant
jump from 2008 to 2009 (which would appear to correlate to the spike in fuel prices that
occurred in 2008). Despite the occasional volatility of fuel prices, the overall trend is
quite linear and consistent and should pose no difficulty for the trend, trend-squared, and
lag forecasting models. The trend in recent years does not suggest that a dramatic change
in fuel efficiency should be expected in the next five years or so.
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Table 4.1.1 Market Share of Alternative-Fuel Vehicles
Year
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

ATF
592,122
634,559
695,763
775,664
826,315
938,643

All Light
Vehicles
240,387,000
243,344,000
246,431,000
247,322,000
245,441,000
241,214,000

Cars in use
136,568,000
135,400,000
135,933,000
137,080,000
134,880,000
130,892,000

Market share All
Light Vehicles
0.246%
0.261%
0.282%
0.314%
0.337%
0.389%

Market share Cars
in Use
0.434%
0.469%
0.512%
0.566%
0.613%
0.717%

Source: Department of Energy
There is no evidence that the proportion will be significantly different for Kentucky.
While the percentage of alternative-fuel vehicles has grown each year, the growth is
gradual and therefore incorporated into the forecasting models, as long as there are no
sharp deviations in growth of market share. Given the short-term forecasts being
conducted in this study, the opinions of interviewees, and most importantly the data, it is
not likely that the use of alternative-fuel vehicles will be a substantial detriment to Road
Fund revenues.
In addition to fuel prices, vehicle fuel-efficiency, and alternative-fuel vehicles, there are
certainly other factors that may also impact Road Fund revenues, but these three were
identified as the most significant factors that might be expected to influence the revenue
forecasts.
Figure 4.1.5 charts the total Road Fund revenues and applies the trend model to forecast
Road Fund revenues for the years 2012 through 2017. The blue bars represent the actual
Road Fund revenue collections and the green line represents the values predicted by the
trend model. Note that the regression line is not a perfect fit for the actual revenue
collections, but it is close. Statistically, the trend regression line explains more than 90
percent of the variance in the total Kentucky Road Fund revenues during the period 1996
through 2011. The trend model prediction values for 2012 through 2017 are based on the
points of the line as it extends forward to those years. This line is represented by the slope
term and constant term that is reported in Table 4.1.2. The predicted values of the trend
model (the points on the line) are reported in Table 4.1.3.
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Figure 4.1.5 Total Road Fund Revenues Trend Model
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Figure 4.1.6 charts the total Road Fund revenues and applies the trend-squared model to
forecast Road Fund revenues for the years 2012 through 2017. The blue bars represent
the actual revenue collections and the green line represents the values predicted by the
trend-squared model. Again, note that the regression line is not a perfect fit for the actual
revenue collections, but it is close. Statistically, the trend regression line explains more
than 90 percent of the variance in the total Kentucky Road Fund revenues during the
period 1996 through 2011.
The trend-squared model prediction values for 2012 through 2017 are based on the points
of the line as it extends forward to those years. The trend-squared variable captures any
exponential growth or diminishing growth rates. The two coefficients and constant value
for the trend-squared model are reported in Table 4.1.2. The predicted values of the trend
model (the points on the line) are reported in Table 4.1.3.
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Figure 4.1.7 Total Road Fund Revenues Lag Model
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Note: Blue dots are actual Road Fund revenues while green dots and lines are values
predicted by the lag model.
The coefficients for the three models are presented in Table 4.1.2. The slope coefficient
on the trend model is $21.3 million. This suggests that every year, Road Fund revenue is
expected to increase by about $21.3 million. The slope coefficient for year in the timetrend-squared model is slightly higher at $24.9 million. However, the coefficient on the
year-squared variable is negative, meaning that Road Fund revenues would be projected
to grow at a slightly higher rate initially, and then eventually diminish over time. Both
the trend and trend-squared models place uniform weight on the entire data set to forecast
the annual change. The coefficient on the lag model is essentially the percentage of last
year’s revenues that are added to the constant to get the predicted value. The lag model
uses the entire data to calculate the coefficients, but the current year’s Road Fund
revenues are of greater importance in the calculation of the next year’s revenues.
Table 4.1.2 Road Fund Revenue Forecasting Model Coefficients

Trend ^2 Model

Year
21,290,000***
(1,886,000)
24,890,000**
(8,286,000)

Lag Model

Lag
0.934***
(0.133)

Trend Model

Year^2

-211,981
(473,832)

Constant
943,900,000***
(18,240,000)
933,000,000***
(30,600,000)

Constant
99,420,000
(147,600,000)

Observations

R-squared

16

0.901

16

0.903

Observations

R-squared

15

0.793

Note: Standard errors in parentheses; *** indicates significance at the 1% level

The predicted values for the three models are presented in Table 4.1.3. The three models
predict similar values over the six-year forecast period. Figure 4.1.8 plots the forecasted
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values to better illustrate the subtle differences between the models. The simple trend
model projects the highest rate of growth over the six-year period of time. The trendsquared model estimates less total Road Fund revenues in 2012 and has a rate of growth
that is slightly less than the trend model. The lag model has the highest projection for
2012, but has a lower rate of growth over the six-year period.

Table 4.1.3 Forecasted Road Fund Revenue Values for the Trend Model, TrendSquared Model, and Lag Model
Year
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

Time Trend
$1,305,830,000
$1,327,120,000
$1,348,410,000
$1,369,700,000
$1,390,990,000
$1,412,280,000

Trend-Squared
$1,294,999,424
$1,312,475,136
$1,329,526,784
$1,346,154,496
$1,362,358,272
$1,378,137,984

Lag
$1,350,432,256
$1,360,765,568
$1,370,416,768
$1,379,431,040
$1,387,850,368
$1,395,713,920

Average
$1,317,080,747
$1,333,447,509
$1,349,445,547
$1,365,089,963
$1,380,394,795
$1,395,372,971
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Figure 4.1.8 Forecasted Road Fund Revenue Values for Various Models

Each of the three forecasting models produced reasonable estimates of the total Kentucky
Road Fund revenue projections for 2012 to 2017. As we move forward to the highrevenue and low-revenue scenarios, it is desirable to focus on one or two revenue
forecasting models. The trend model has the benefit of being conceptually easy to
understand because each year revenues are expected to grow at a constant rate and it is
widely used in industry forecasts. The trend forecast captures implicitly the various
factors that are difficult to predict such as automobile sales, technology improvements
and fuel efficiency. For example, fuel efficiency of automobiles has been increasing for
many years and therefore is incorporated into the historical Road Fund revenues used to
build the regression model. The trend regression even captures the effect of the
economic recession of recent years. Nevertheless, the trend forecast error is going to be
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larger if there are sudden shifts or accelerated changes in these factors. Using an average
of the three forecasts presented above is less dependent on the assumptions of each
model, and therefore provides a robust estimate for the time period under consideration.
The average forecast is reported in Table 4.1.2 and plotted in Figure 4.1.4.
Note that the results for revenue subcategories using the trend and trend-square models
are shown in the Appendix. Two of the main components of Road Fund revenue, the
motor fuels tax and the usage tax are highlighted due to their importance (i.e., they
account for more than 75 percent of total Road Fund revenue). Both the trend and trendsquared model indicate growth in the motor fuels tax during the forecast time period and
both have relatively high r-squared values. The trend-squared model indicates the
highest growth rate, with annual motor fuels tax revenue increasing by over $270 million
in the forecast period. The trend model projects a slower growth rate, with revenues
increasing over $100 million. Thus, the forecasts indicate that, at least for the forecast
period, motor fuels tax revenue will remain a viable revenue source for the Road Fund.
Alternatively, usage tax revenues are projected to increase only a few million dollars for
the trend model and actually decline for the trend-squared model. The r-squared values
on usage tax revenues are much less robust than those for motor fuels, thus the forecasted
values should be viewed with some level of skepticism. The next section analyzes highrevenue and low-revenue scenarios that will utilize the trend regression and the average
forecasts.
4.2 High and Low Forecast Scenarios
When forecasting future revenues, it is advantageous to develop a high and low estimate.
We expect this high and low estimate range to contain the actual Road Fund revenue
collected in each of the forecast years. The deviations of the actual revenue numbers
from the predicted values provide a useful technique for defining the range between the
upper and lower bounds. For the time trend model, the largest deviation between actual
and predicted values occurred in 2010, when actual revenues were $56.6 million less than
those predicted by the model. This deviation, which occurred during a period of severe
economic recession, thus represents a reasonable boundary for how far revenues may
deviate from the predicted values in the near future. The deviation represents a 4.49
percent difference from the predicted value. The upper and lower boundary can then be
constructed by calculating a 4.49 percent increase and decrease from each of the
predicted values, as shown in Table 4.2.1.
A similar strategy is used to construct the upper and lower bounds for the average
forecast. The largest deviation between actual Road Fund revenues and the model’s
predicted value was determined for the time trend model, the trend-squared model, and
lag model. Again, these deviations correspond with the most recent recession, indicating
that future deviations over the next few years are likely to fall within this range. The
percentage that this deviation represents is respectively 4.49 percent, 4.82 percent, and
6.74 percent. The average of these percentages is 5.35 percent which was used to
construct the upper and lower bounds of the average revenue forecast model as reported
in Table 4.2.2.
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Table 4.2.1 Upper and Lower Bounds for Road Fund Revenue Trend Forecast
Model
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

Time Trend
$1,305,830,000
$1,327,120,000
$1,348,410,000
$1,369,700,000
$1,390,990,000
$1,412,280,000

Lower ( -4.49%)
$1,247,171,287
$1,267,504,927
$1,287,838,567
$1,308,172,206
$1,328,505,846
$1,348,839,486

Upper ( +4.49%)
$1,364,488,713
$1,386,735,073
$1,408,981,433
$1,431,227,794
$1,453,474,154
$1,475,720,514

Table 4.2.2 Upper and Lower Bounds for Road Fund Revenue Average Forecast
Model
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

Average Forecast
$1,317,080,747
$1,333,447,509
$1,349,445,547
$1,365,089,963
$1,380,394,795
$1,395,372,971

Lower (-5.35%)
$1,257,916,643
$1,273,548,201
$1,288,827,596
$1,303,769,255
$1,318,386,584
$1,332,691,931

Upper (+5.35%)
$1,376,244,850
$1,393,346,818
$1,410,063,497
$1,426,410,671
$1,442,403,005
$1,458,054,010

4.3 Summary
Chapter Four details the methods used to forecast revenues for the Kentucky Road Fund
through 2017. The forecasts include a lag model, a trend model, a trend-squared model,
and an average of the revenues projected by the three models. Economic factors, such as
possible increases in fuel-efficiency impacting fuel usage, or increases in income leading
to more vehicle purchases, are built-in to the estimates, as past trends are incorporated
into the calculation of forecasted values. Upper and lower bounds were selected to
represent high and low scenarios for possible future revenues. Certainly, there may be
extraordinary circumstances that would cause revenues to fall outside of the range
identified in the forecasts, but the likelihood of such an occurrence is small, given that the
bounds are based on deviations that included the Great Recession. In either case, the
low-revenue scenario could be viewed as the anticipated result of another recession,
while the high-revenue scenario could be viewed as the anticipated result of strong
economic growth. Thus, the low-revenue scenario would involve less fuel usage and
fewer new vehicle purchases (among other factors which influence Road Fund revenues)
while economic expansion would result in the opposite case. The results of the forecasts
indicate that Road Fund revenues will likely continue to increase, albeit at a fairly slow
pace. The next chapter is designed to compare these forecasted revenues with possible
future expenditure levels in order to assess sufficiency of the forecasted revenue
scenarios.
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CHAPTER FIVE: ASSESSMENT OF SUFFICIENCY OF ROAD FUND
REVENUES UNDER FUTURE SCENARIOS
5.1 Analyze Future Scenarios
The objective of Chapter Five is to consider the sufficiency of the Road Fund revenues
under the various scenarios highlighted in Chapter Four. As mentioned previously, our
objective is not to assess the adequacy of the current expenditure levels supported by the
Kentucky Road Fund, but to determine whether projected revenues will be sufficient to
meet trends based on historical expenditures. Road Fund expenditures were previously
graphed in Figure 2.7.1. This data was used to construct a regression trend forecast to
project Road Fund expenditures for the years 2012 through 2017. The projected
expenditures are shown in Tables 5.1.1 and 5.1.2.

Table 5.1.1 Trend Model Scenario
Projected
Expenditures
based on
Historical Trend
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

$1,313,688,508
$1,331,039,564
$1,348,390,620
$1,365,741,676
$1,383,092,733
$1,400,443,789

Projected
Revenues
based on
Historical
Trend
$1,305,830,000
$1,327,120,000
$1,348,410,000
$1,369,700,000
$1,390,990,000
$1,412,280,000

Revenues
Low
(4.49% decrease
from projected
revenues)

High
(4.49% increase
of projected
revenues)

Projected

$1,247,171,287
$1,267,504,927
$1,287,838,567
$1,308,172,206
$1,328,505,846
$1,348,839,486

$1,364,488,713
$1,386,735,073
$1,408,981,433
$1,431,227,794
$1,453,474,154
$1,475,720,514

-$7,858,508
-$3,919,564
$19,380
$3,958,324
$7,897,267
$11,836,211

Net Available Funds*
Low-Revenue
High-Revenue
Scenario
Scenario

-$66,517,220
-$63,534,637
-$60,552,053
-$57,569,470
-$54,586,887
-$51,604,303

*Net available funds is the projected revenue less projected expenditures
Revenue projections for the trend model are carried over from Chapter Four (Table 4.2.1)
and reported in Table 5.1.1. These revenue forecasts are compared to the forecasted
expenditures, which results in the surplus or deficit reported in the last three columns of
the table. The predicted values suggest there will be Road Fund shortfalls in 2012 and
2013, but the longer-term revenue growth will generate sufficient revenues to cover
projected expenditure levels. The low-revenue scenario indicates deficits in the Road
Fund for all five years. On the other side, the high-revenue scenario indicates a surplus in
the Road Fund for all five years.
The revenue projections for the average forecast model are carried over from Chapter
Four (Table 4.2.2) and reported in Table 5.1.2. These revenue forecasts are compared to
the forecasted expenditures. The average forecast predicted values suggest there will be
Road Fund surpluses for years 2012 through 2014, followed by deficits in 2015 and 2016.
The low-revenue scenario indicates deficits in the Road Fund for all five years. The
high-revenue scenario predicts a surplus for all five years.
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$50,800,205
$55,695,509
$60,590,813
$65,486,117
$70,381,421
$75,276,725

Table 5.1.2 Average of Models
Projected
Expenditures
based on
Historical Trend
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

$1,313,688,508
$1,331,039,564
$1,348,390,620
$1,365,741,676
$1,383,092,733
$1,400,443,789

Projected
Revenues
based on
Average
Forecast
$1,317,080,747
$1,333,447,509
$1,349,445,547
$1,365,089,963
$1,380,394,795
$1,395,372,971

Revenues
Low
(5.35%
decrease from
projected
revenues)
$1,246,596,892
$1,262,087,784
$1,277,229,683
$1,292,036,884
$1,306,522,675
$1,320,699,291

High
(5.35%
increase of
projected
revenues)
$1,387,564,602
$1,404,807,235
$1,421,661,411
$1,438,143,041
$1,454,266,914
$1,470,046,651

Projected

Net Available Funds*
Low-Revenue
HighScenario
Revenue
Scenario

$3,392,239
$2,407,945
$1,054,927
-$651,714
-$2,697,938
-$5,070,818

-$67,091,616
-$68,951,780
-$71,160,938
-$73,704,792
-$76,570,058
-$79,744,498

$73,876,094
$73,767,671
$73,270,791
$72,401,365
$71,174,182
$69,602,862

*Net available funds is the projected revenue less projected expenditures
As expected, the low-revenue scenarios for both the trend and average forecast models
result in a deficit for the Road Fund, while high-revenue scenarios result in a surplus.
These results suggest that about a five percent deviation below projected revenues will
produce shortfalls in the Kentucky Road Fund. The trend model’s moderate (i.e.
projected) forecast scenario results in a deficit for two years followed by a small surplus,
while the average-of-models base scenario runs a surplus for three years followed by two
years of deficits. An interpretation of the forecasted earnings in both projected cases
indicates that the Kentucky Road Fund will generate enough revenues to maintain
historical spending patterns. The bigger policy question, discussed in Chapter Three, is
whether continuing historical spending patterns is sufficient to maintain Kentucky’s
transportation system. If more resources need to be invested in Kentucky’s transportation
system, then it is clear that the Kentucky Road Fund revenues, as currently constituted,
will fall short.
5.2 Conclusions
As the primary source of funding for the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet, the Road
Fund plays a vital role in building, operating, and maintaining the state’s transportation
system. Kentucky’s total annual Road Fund revenue has increased fairly steadily for the
past 15 years. The increase has come primarily from fuel tax receipts, while vehicle tax
receipts have been relatively flat or declining. The increase in fuel tax receipts can be
attributed to Kentucky’s fuel tax rate being indexed to the average wholesale price of
fuel. This indexing allows Kentucky’s fuel tax rate (in cents per gallon) to increase
automatically when the price of fuel increases. This is a significant advantage for
Kentucky when compared to other states where every increase in the fuel tax rate must be
approved by the state legislature.
Unfortunately, the steady increase in Road Fund revenues over the past 15 years has
barely (if at all) kept up with inflation. Using adjusted dollars, annual Road Fund
revenues have been pretty much constant since 1996. When adjusted for inflation, annual
Road Fund revenues have held fairly constant (with a slight decline) over the past 15
years.
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Historically, Road Fund expenditures have tracked along with Road Fund revenues (as
would be expected). Thus, Road Fund expenditures, in actual dollars, have increased
fairly steadily over the past 15 years, while expenditures in inflation-adjusted dollars
have remained relatively constant. The question of whether these spending levels have
been adequate (in terms of meeting the needs of our transportation system) was addressed
through stakeholder interviews and by looking at a number of performance measures.
Key points that emerged from the stakeholder interviews included insufficient funding
for maintenance, aging and structurally deficient bridges, rising costs of construction and
maintenance, and an increasing backlog of construction and maintenance needs. The
performance metrics examined in Chapter Three reinforced the concerns raised by the
stakeholders, particularly in terms of the increasing backlog of resurfacing needs and the
increasing number of structurally deficient bridges.
The revenue forecasts presented in Chapter Four and the comparisons of projected
revenue to projected expenditures presented in this chapter indicate that Road Fund
revenues should be adequate to support a continuation of historical spending levels for
the next five years. For the “normal” and “high-revenue” scenarios, the projected
revenues generally equaled or exceeded the projected expenditure levels. Even for the
worst-case, “low-revenue” scenarios considered, the projected revenues never fell short
of projected expenditure levels by more than 6%. In other words, there is no indication
that a precipitous drop in Road Fund revenues is likely within the timeframe considered.
Looking out beyond five years, the question becomes harder to answer. There are
certainly factors at work (such as the exponential increase in the market penetration of
alternative-fuel vehicles) that call into question the long-term viability of the current
funding model.
The question that remains unanswered is this: Is it sufficient to simply continue spending
at historical levels? Have those spending levels been adequate to meet the needs of our
transportation system? There is evidence in this report that the answer to that question, at
least for specific areas of spending, is no. What is still unclear is whether these spending
shortfalls are due to an overall lack of funding or due to the way the available funding is
allocated among competing needs.
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APPENDIX
Road Fund Revenues Subcategories Trend Regressions
The forecasting models employed in this study focused on the grand total of the Road Fund revenues rather than various subcomponent revenues. The
trend model and the trend-squared model for the component revenues are shown in the following pages. Looking at the R- squared of these models
indicates that very few of the subcomponent forecasting models are a good fit. Many of the coefficients are not statistically significant. In some cases
the models predict negative revenues.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)

Variables
motor_fuel
motor_usage
motor_rental
other_sales
total_sales
car_license
truck_license
drivers_license
truck_register
wgt_dist_tax
other_license
total_license
fees
invest
misc
tolls
grand_total

Coefficient
2.107e+07
959,096
-827,684
-569,518
2.063e+07
831,467
-214,906
906,697
946,950
1.007e+06
155,857
3.633e+06
745,961
-2.519e+06
43,520
-772,176
2.129e+07

Standard Error
1.913e+06
1.939e+06
370,986
563,402
1.528e+06
235,411
175,025
145,761
219,302
336,714
183,607
602,909
137,745
414,852
94,870
195,433
1.886e+06

Constant
3.22E+08
3.375e+08
4.492e+07
1.004e+07
7.145e+08
1.893e+07
2.163e+07
-391,800
2.546e+07
6.642e+07
2.316e+07
1.552e+08
9.577e+06
4.293e+07
2.105e+06
1.570e+07
9.439e+08

Standard Error
1.850e+07
1.875e+07
3.587e+06
5.448e+06
1.478e+07
2.276e+06
1.692e+06
1.409e+06
2.121e+06
3.256e+06
1.775e+06
5.830e+06
1.332e+06
4.011e+06
917,350
1.438e+06
1.824e+07
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Observations
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
12
16

R-squared
0.896
0.017
0.262
0.068
0.929
0.471
0.097
0.734
0.571
0.390
0.049
0.722
0.677
0.725
0.015
0.610
0.901

Time Trend Models Forecast by Subcategory
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)

Variables
motor_fuel
motor_usage
motor_rental
other_sales
total_sales
car_license
truck_license
drivers_license
truck_register
wgt_dist_tax
other_license
total_license
Fees
invest
Misc
Tolls
grand_total

2012
680,185,280
353,784,064
30,853,324
361,103
1,065,183,744
33,062,076
17,981,308
15,022,042
41,559,508
83,537,704
25,806,978
216,969,616
22,257,906
108,983
2,845,080
2,577,799
1,305,810,560

2013
701,253,824
354,743,168
30,025,640
-208,415
1,085,814,144
33,893,544
17,766,402
15,928,739
42,506,460
84,544,520
25,962,834
220,602,496
23,003,866
-2,409,946
2,888,600
1,805,623
1,327,101,824

2014
722,322,368
355,702,240
29,197,956
-777,933
1,106,444,672
34,725,012
17,551,496
16,835,436
43,453,408
85,551,336
26,118,692
224,235,376
23,749,828
-4,928,875
2,932,120
1,033,447
1,348,393,088

2015
743,390,912
356,661,344
28,370,272
-1,347,451
1,127,075,072
35,556,476
17,336,590
17,742,132
44,400,360
86,558,144
26,274,550
227,868,256
24,495,788
-7,447,804
2,975,640
261,271
1,369,684,352

2016
764,459,456
357,620,448
27,542,586
-1,916,969
1,147,705,472
36,387,944
17,121,684
18,648,828
45,347,308
87,564,960
26,430,408
231,501,136
25,241,748
-9,966,732
3,019,160
-510,905
1,390,975,744

2017
785,528,000
358,579,552
26,714,902
-2,486,487
1,168,336,000
37,219,412
16,906,778
19,555,526
46,294,260
88,571,776
26,586,264
235,134,016
25,987,710
-12,485,661
3,062,680
-1,283,081
1,412,267,008

Component total
Difference

1,309,943,155
4,132,595

1,331,704,859
4,603,035

1,353,466,531
5,073,443

1,375,228,224
5,543,872

1,396,989,924
6,014,180

1,418,751,631
6,484,623

75

Trend-Squared Model

(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)
(29)
(30)
(31)
(32)
(33)
(34)

Variables
motor_fuel
motor_usage
motor_rental
other_sales
total_sales
car_license
truck_license
drivers_license
truck_register
wgt_dist_tax
other_license
total_license
Fees
Invest
Misc
Tolls
grand_total

Coefficient
YR
-4.811e+06
2.455e+07
3.025e+06
-6.583e+06
1.618e+07
-1.340e+06
1.938e+06
-309,299
2.097e+06
5.584e+06
614,027
8.584e+06
1.716e+06
-1.988e+06
-196,601
1.516e+06
2.489e+07

Standard
Error
4.154e+06
5.334e+06
1.221e+06
1.811e+06
6.646e+06
838,280
472,597
544,177
913,807
719,059
802,336
2.265e+06
543,462
1.831e+06
414,411
443,985
8.286e+06

Coefficient
YR^2
1.522e+06
-1.387e+06
-226,634
353,753
261,977
127,705
-126,622
71,529
-67,668
-269,258
-26,951
-291,265
-57,058
-31,206
14,125
-175,994
-211,981

Standard
Error
237,533
305,033
69,796
103,544
380,028
47,937
27,025
31,119
52,256
41,119
45,881
129,520
31,078
104,677
23,698
33,247
473,832

Constant
3.997e+08
2.667e+08
3.337e+07
2.808e+07
7.278e+08
2.544e+07
1.518e+07
3.256e+06
2.201e+07
5.269e+07
2.178e+07
1.404e+08
6.667e+06
4.134e+07
2.826e+06
1.037e+07
9.330e+08
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Standard
Error
1.534e+07
1.970e+07
4.508e+06
6.688e+06
2.455e+07
3.096e+06
1.746e+06
2.010e+06
3.375e+06
2.656e+06
2.963e+06
8.366e+06
2.007e+06
6.761e+06
1.531e+06
1.255e+06
3.060e+07

Observations
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
12
16

Rsquared
0.975
0.621
0.593
0.509
0.931
0.658
0.664
0.811
0.620
0.858
0.074
0.800
0.743
0.727
0.041
0.905
0.903

Trend-Squared Model Forecasts by Subcategory
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)
(29)
(30)
(31)
(32)
(33)
(34)

Variables
motor_fuel
motor_usage
motor_rental
other_sales
total_sales
car_license
truck_license
drivers_license
truck_register
wgt_dist_tax
other_license
total_license
fees
invest
misc
tolls
grand_total

2012
757,824,320
283,022,816
19,294,994
18,402,490
1,078,544,640
39,575,040
11,523,576
18,670,028
38,108,460
69,805,544
24,432,470
202,115,120
19,347,956
-1,482,537
3,565,442
-14,728,324
1,294,999,424

2013
806,294,848
259,007,328
14,387,900
24,200,520
1,103,890,688
42,705,200
9,029,471
20,864,250
37,837,392
65,965,712
24,103,208
200,505,232
19,066,876
-4,563,178
3,863,208
-19,372,378
1,312,475,136

2014
857,810,112
232,216,912
9,027,537
30,706,056
1,129,760,640
46,090,772
6,282,122
23,201,530
37,430,988
61,587,368
23,720,042
198,312,816
18,671,680
-7,706,233
4,189,223
-24,368,422
1,329,526,784

2015
912,369,984
202,651,552
3,213,906
37,919,096
1,156,154,496
49,731,752
3,281,528
25,681,866
36,889,252
56,670,508
23,282,974
195,537,888
18,162,368
-10,911,699
4,543,487
-29,716,454
1,346,154,496

2016
969,974,592
170,311,232
-3,052,992
45,839,644
1,183,072,512
53,628,144
27,690
28,305,262
36,212,180
51,215,132
22,792,006
192,180,416
17,538,940
-14,179,578
4,926,001
-35,416,476
1,362,358,272

2017
1,030,623,808
135,195,952
-9,773,159
54,467,696
1,210,514,304
57,779,944
-3,479,393
31,071,718
35,399,772
45,221,236
22,247,134
188,240,416
16,801,396
-17,509,870
5,336,764
-41,468,484
1,378,137,984

Component total
Difference

1,287,362,275
-7,637,149

1,303,390,357
-9,084,779

1,318,859,687
-10,667,097

1,333,770,120
-12,384,376

1,348,121,777
-14,236,495

1,361,914,514
-16,223,470
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High Low Scenarios Based on Standard Deviation
The high and low revenue scenarios used in the study were based on the largest deviation from the predicted value (residual). An alternative approach
would be to use the standard deviation of the predicted values. The standard deviation approach assumes a normal distribution around the predicted
forecast. The low revenue scenario would be one deviation below the forecast. The high revenue scenario would be one deviation above the predicted
forecast. Based on the assumption of a normal distribution, there would be about a 68 percent chance of the actual value falling between the high and
low forecasts. Using the residual approach produced slightly lower and higher revenue scenarios than the standard deviation approach. The revenue
values for the low and high revenue scenarios based on the standard deviation approach are shown in the table below.
Year
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

Trend Model Predicted Value
1,305,810,560
1,327,101,824
1,348,393,088
1,369,684,352
1,390,975,744
1,412,267,008

Standard Deviation
18,235,166
19,913,214
21,625,532
23,364,586
25,124,828
26,902,096

Low
1,287,575,394
1,307,188,610
1,326,767,556
1,346,319,766
1,365,850,916
1,385,364,912
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High
1,324,045,726
1,347,015,038
1,370,018,620
1,393,048,938
1,416,100,572
1,439,169,104

